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Abstract 
On the Compaction of Granular Media Using a Multi-Particle Finite Element Model 
Adam T. Procopio 
Antonios Zavaliangos, Ph.D. 
A Multi-Particle Finite Element Model (MPFEM) has been developed and was 
used to explore the compaction of granular media. Individual particles discretized with a 
finite element mesh allow for a full description of the contact mechanics and the local 
and global particle kinematics. Compaction modes ranging from hydrostatic to that of 
high shear are studied at various levels of interparticle friction to understand all stages of 
the powder compaction process. 
Isodensity curves in hydrostatic/deviatoric stress-space during densification are 
shown to take the equivalent shape of a cap and cone model. Such a mechanical response 
predicted by this model is softer than the one predicted by other models resulting from 
simplifications on interparticle contact behavior. The micromechanical behavior has also 
been studied with the MPFEM with focus on rearrangement and translational and 
rotational motion which are significantly affected by both interparticle friction and 
macroscopic stress triaxiality. Local deviatoric stresses and equivalent plastic strains are 
present during the formation of stress chains at low relative densities indicating that 
contact deformation can occur early in densification. 
Unloading of compacts was explored with MPFEM. The importance of 
interparticle cohesion was clearly demonstrated at the very last stages of unloading which 
was verified with experiments. Such analysis could aid in the diagnosis of problems with 
compact performance before ejection. 
Probing yield surfaces that describe comprehensively the overall material 
behavior of compacts were generated with the MPFEM. Analytical and computational 
discrepancies in the probing yield surfaces are a matter of the assumptions made 
regarding the particle constitutive behavior and more importantly the particle kinematics. 
With the MPFEM model, a 'softer' yield surface is obtained as compared with other 
modelling efforts. Differences seen between the strain paths are verified but are less 
extreme as those proposed by approximate analytical models and the DEM models. The 
results of MPFEM are in line with the recent experimental work of S. Galen (Drexel PhD 
2004). 
This work illustrates that the MPFEM model is useful in describing the 
interparticle behavior and its effect on microscopic and macroscopic response for various 
strain histories at all stages of the powder compaction operation. 
Chapter 1 : Introduction/Background 
1.1. Motivation 
The compaction of granular ' material spans multiple disciplines from civil 
engineering (compaction of soils) to material science (compaction of particulate 
engineering materials - ceramic processing and powder metallurgy) through to 
pharmaceutical processing (compaction of pharmaceutical particulate materials). The 
common feature in these applications is that the final multi-phase microstructures and 
mechanical properties in the compact are a function of a number of variables from the 
material properties of the phases to the path dependence on the stress-statelstructure 
relationship to the final anisotropy in the fabric andlor structure. Understanding to the 
point of modeling such a complex system can be overwhelming. For the most part, 
modeling the compaction operation is conducted on a continuum level (i.e. inter-particle 
behavior is averaged over a particular volume) through simplifications to mathematical 
models for ease of implementation, followed by experimental verification and model 
refinement. 
Accuracy and precision of constitutive2 models can only be expected when the 
assumptions and calculations are carried out as close to a real life system (i.e. 3-D stress- 
state with complex inter-particle behavior). However, there are numerous shortcomings 
to modeling the mechanical behavior of granular materials: 
' Granular materials refer to powder material of a size (e.g. >100rnicrons) where secondary forces such as electrostatic and van der 
Waals interactions are considered negligible. 
Relating to or dependent on the physical makeup, the structure, composition, or nature of something (Merriam-Webster On-Line). 
Non-linear relationship between porosity and consolidation stresses 
Time dependency, such as strain rate and creep, is often neglected 
Property variation along the structure cross-section (i.e. anisotropic properties) 
Boundary conditions are simplified (e.g., friction) 
Unknown or uncertain local statistics with regard to intra-particle stress or strain 
(with respect to spatial location andlor time) 
In terms of the implementation into modeling, the development of sophisticated 
models is a combination of analytical treatments, phenomenological approximations, 
experimental verification, and numerical iteration. Currently, models using the finite 
element method have been used to successful predict density (or porosity) inhomogenity 
in relatively complex shaped porous compacts3, as will be discussed below. 
Part of the purpose of this dissertation is to provide a background to the 
understanding of complex stress behavior in compaction4 and consolidation5 of powders 
at the continuum level and focus the understanding to implement a novel modeling 
technique. In this work, powders, or granular material, are considered in the general 
sense. In other words, the field of application (soils to pharmaceuticals) will simply 
change the material properties and particle physicochemical properties being modeled. 
Modeling the behavior of the compaction operation includes the following: 
' A compact is delined in the general sense, since the intention is to make the range of applications of constitutive modeling quite 
broad. In this case a compact can range from an engineering component to a bed of soil. 
Compaction is defined as the development of strength in a porous compact during consolidation. 
' Consolidation is defined as the reduction in volume during the action of pressing powders/particulate material. 
Equilibrium equations (force balance) 
Continuity equations (conservation of mass) 
Constitutive behavior of the material (stress-strain behavior) 
Boundary conditions for loading 
Boundary conditions for interface (e.g., friction) 
Initial Conditions (e.g., initial porosity) 
The process of powder compaction is a significantly complex non-linear problem. 
The material properties and contact mechanics involved in a typical compaction 
operation of a statistically random system of particles are such that they cannot be 
precisely taken into account through analytical treatments, although significant insight 
has been achieved with the work of Fleck and co-workers [I-61 as examples. These 
problems should be approximated through numerical techniques using equations relating 
the three-dimensional stress-state to a particular constitutive model describing the 
consolidation behavior on the material of interest. The foremost assumptions involved 
with typical constitutive modeling are that a body undergoing a three-dimensional stress- 
state (or strain-state) is a continuum with isotropic properties. Intuitively, we suspect that 
isotropy exists in only special situations and in general anisotropic properties are 
expected. The major goal of this dissertation is to enhance the understanding on the 
compaction operation at both the local particle level and the macroscopic response to the 
loading, unloading, and re-loading (performance) stages using a novel multi-particle 
finite element method (MPFEM). 
1.2. Background 
An important introductory remark would be to discuss the difference in the length 
scales - macro and micro stresses and strains. Experiments in the field of powder 
compaction generally probe the macroscopic stresses by way of attached load cells to the 
tooling or rigid boundaries. There is no doubt that the local stress state at the particle 
level is complex and non-homogeneous even within a particle or from particle to particle. 
For example, the local stress (o,,) can be related (Figure 1) to the macroscopic stress 
(C,, ) via equilibrium (Eq.1. I). For certain length scale within a representative volume 
2 
element (RVE), LRVE, for A>ARVE = LRVE ,the variation of o,, from particle to particle 
is lost through the averaging procedure of Eq. 1. I. Typically LRvE >> barticle (1 OX or 
more). In the absence of wall friction, 
This relationship is the basis that justifies the use of continuum mechanics in 
granular materials. 
Figure 1 - Macroscopic ( Z, ) and microscopic stress ( a,, ) generated in the 
compaction of granular materials (blue particles) are related through equilibrium 
(e.g. Eq.l.1). 
Understanding the continuum deformation (shape andlor volume change) 
behavior of a body of material can become difficult for three-dimensional stress-states. 
Let us start with the deformation of a one-dimensional tension ("dog-bone") bar (Fig. 1.2). 
If this bar is pulled in tension, it will transition from a linear elastic regime (points 1-4) to 
plastic deformation at a point (point 5) known as the yield point. At this point, the 
material changes shape in a permanent manner. When we extend this concept to two- 
dimensions the behavior becomes slightly more complex. The yield behavior is a 
function of the stress-state in the x and y-directions. 
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Figure 2 - Schematic representation of the stress-state in 1-dimensions with 
transition to 2-dimensions. The symbols e and p represent elasticity and plasticity, 
respectively, with ol and 0 2  are principal components of stress. 
In 1-D tension the stress in the transverse direction is 0. When both 01 and 0 2  are 
varied, we find that the yield limit is a function of the biaxial stress-state and develops 
into what is known as the yield or failure envelope (shown in the right hand image of 
Figure 2). Extending the biaxial stress-space to three dimensions, the failure envelope 
develops into a three-dimensional shape. The shape (cylinder of Figure 3) in this case is 
based on the von Mises' or distortion-energy yield [7] criteria. The cylindrical shape is 
typical for a fully dense metal whose yielding is independent of hydrostatic pressure. 
The three dimensional nature of the yield locus is usually described through iwo variables, 
also known as stress invariants. A third invariant exists but is often omitted in the 
continuum mechanics formulation of plasticity for fully dense isotropic materials [8]. 
The primary stress invariants shown in Figure 3 are the pressure (p) and effective stress 
(q) defined as: 
(Hydrostatic Pressure - lS' Stress Invariant) 
(von Mises' Effective Stress 1 Deviatoric Component - 2nd Stress Invariant) 
where 01, 02, and 0 3  are the principal components of stress in the general stress tensor: 
Observation of the p-q stress space in Figure 3 indicates that the yielding behavior 
is independent of the hydrostatic pressure. The yield behavior in this case is typical of 
fully dense metallic specimens which are subject to hardening. The hardening 
(increasing yield strength) event is shown through the evolution of the dotted lines in 
Figure 3. In the case of porous materials, the deformation is a function of both the 
hydrostatic and deviatoric component of stress and will therefore contain some 'shape' in 
p-q space. 
Figure 3 - Schematic representation of the stress-state in 2-dimensions and 3- 
dimensions. The symbols p and q represent the hydrostatic and shear components 
of the 3-dimensional stress-state and a,, 02, and 0 3  are the principal components of 
stress. The "yield surface" is a representation of the three dimensional stress-state 
in two-dimensional space where the dimensions are p (pressure) and q (shear). In 
this case the p-q stress space (upper right hand corner) is that for a fully-dense 
material whose yield stress in independent of hydrostatic pressure, but which can 
evolve due to material hardening. 
Different models describe powder compaction in terms of the consolidation and 
compact strength path dependence. Phenomenological models [8- 141 have been 
presented with density6 as the major state variable. Several types of these models have 
been developed over time to describe the consolidation of particulate material. In general, 
these are classified as (i) high cohesion - symmetrical ellipse, (ii) low variable cohesion - 
Relative density, D is defined as the bulk density normalized by the theoretical density or maximum achievable density. In this work 
relative density is based on area. Corrections for the elastic deformation are clearly annotated when considered important. 
asymmetrical ellipse, and (iii) shear-failure - cap. The equations for the symmetric - high 
cohesion and asymmetric - critical state yield loci are as follows: 
where @ is termed the yield locus, p and q have been defined above, pcrit is the peak 
deviatoric (q) stress in the asymmetric model (Figure 5), and A(D) and B(D) are 
calibration parameters that are functions of the state of the material, the structure, and 
material properties. Examples of these three types of porous densification yield surfaces 
are shown in Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure 6, respectively. The utility of plotting 
isodensity lines (state of constant density or porosity) in hydrostatic-deviatoric stress 
space is that it provides a clear visualization of the yielding or failure with increasing 
density or decreasing porosity. Resistance to further compaction is directly related to the 
stress path followed during compaction. For example, if we treat the isodensity lines in 
Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure 6 as schematic representations of equal increments in 
density, the gap between these isodensity lines increases, highlighting the increased 
compaction stress required to achieve the next level of densification. The 
implementation of these porous plasticity models is conducted by generating the 
isodensity functions through experimental calibration or through theoretical or analytical 
solutions or approximations. 
As a porous bed densifies further densification becomes increasingly difficult. 
For example, if the isodensity lines in Figure 4 represent levels of density with a fixed 
increment of relative density between the successive lines, their distance increases. In 
other words a larger stress increment is needed to achieve the same density increment. 
The cross-hatched symbols represent the minimum number of experiments 
needed to fully calibrate an isodensity state for the model used. Model calibration is 
completed with either a sufficient number of experiments to solve for the unknown 
parameters or removing one experiment and applying the normality rule (Eq.1.7) for 
yield surfaces [9], 1151 and [16]. 
where is the plastic strain increment, ov is the stress tensor, <D is the yield surface, 
and G is the flow potential. If G = @ then the flow rule is considered associated, 
otherwise when G + @ the flow is non-associated. It has been shown experimentally that 
for porous materials the flow rule is associated at high triaxialities and non-associated at 
low triaxialities. Such non-associated flow is present on the shear failure part of the 
Drucker-Prager model. 
Figure 4 - Schematic representation of the high cohesion yield surface (tension = 
compression) with p and q representing the hydrostatic (pressure) and deviatoric 
(shear) invariant component of stress. The cross-hatched point represents the 
number of experimental measurements needed to calibrate the isodensity line; in 
this case a rigid die (radial strain = 0) compression experiment is represented. 
Figure 5 - Schematic representation of the asymmetric (critical state) yield surface 
(material weaker in tension) with p and q representing the hydrostatic (pressure) 
and deviatoric (shear) invariant component of stress. The cross-hatched points 
represents the number of experimental measurements needed to calibrate the 
isodensity line; in this case both a rigid die (radial strain = 0) and hydrostatic 
compression experiment are represented. 
The Drucker-Prager shear failurelcap porous plasticity model, which is an 
extended and modified version of the Mohr-Coulomb model, has been a widely accepted 
model in most industries for the description of permanent deformation of porous 
compacts as reviewed in the recent text by [17]. The Drucker-Prager Cap model (Figure 
6) contains two regions in the yield locus. Under high confining pressures, densification 
occurs in the cap region (right hand section of the yield locus in Figure 6). Alternatively, 
under low confining pressures, the deformation is similar to granular flow where dilation7 
is present with a Mohr-Coulomb shear-failure line (straight line in p-q space Figure 6). 
These two mechanisms shown are described mathematically by the following equations: 
where d is the so-called cohesion (intercept with the ordinate at zero pressure) and P is 
the internal friction angle (slope of the shear failure line at low pressures). 
' Volume increase under compressive pressure 
Figure 6 - Schematic representation of the Drucker-Prager yield surface (shear- 
failure model) with p and q representing the hydrostatic (pressure) and deviatoric 
(shear) invariant component of stress. The cross-hatched points represents the 
number of experimental measurements needed to calibrate the isodensity line; in 
this case a rigid die (radial strain = 0) compression experiment, simple compression 
test (radial stress = O), and diametrical compression (Brazilian disk) test are 
represented. 
The values p, and R are obtained experimentally and, like d and P are a function 
of the material state (e.g., density). The value of a and the fact that P is present in the 
cap equation are strictly to provide a smooth transition between these two equation so 
that it is a numerically smooth and homogeneous equation. For this discussion we can 
assume a=O. 
This model, although defined in stress space, also describe volumetric behavior as 
dilatant (expanding - A&, > 0) or compressive (shrinking - A&, < 0) in shear failure and 
densification cap, respectively. The AE, is defined based on the flow potential (the 
direction of the normal strain vector) of the flow potential surface. If the flow potential 
were assumed to follow the yield surface the volumetric plastic strain would be 
overestimated along the shear failure [18]. For this reason the flow potential surface is 
defined as: 
with G + @ on the shear failure line (Eq. 1.8), i.e. the flow is non-associated [19]. 
Let us consider the comparison of the three models discussed above with 
experimental triaxial data [20]. In Figure 7 we can see that in the high pressure region of 
the yield loci there is little difference between these experimentally verified 
phenomenological models. A major discrepancy exists in the p-q regions of high shear 
(low pressure). 
Early semi-empirical symmetric ellipse models [8, 1 1, 13, 141 allowed for a first 
order understanding of compaction operations, especially through finite element model 
implementation [21, 221. Recently, attention has been focused on soil mechanics models 
such as the Cam-Clay and Drucker-Prager-Cap (e.g. [23-251) which incorporate the weak 
response of partially compacted powders under low triaxiality stresses. These models use 
a single variable to describe the evolving state of the material, usually relative density. 
Experimentally calibrated versions of these phenomenological models [23, 26-30] 
describe with reasonable accuracy (<0.8% in D and 4 0 %  in load) the densification 
behavior of complex shape compacts. One example (Figure 8) on the success of the use 
of the Drucker-Prager constitutive model in the prediction of density variation in the 
compaction of constrained powder was the work of fellow co-workers [29]. The major 
outcome of this study was to illustrate the effect of friction conditions at the boundary on 
the final density distribution in the compact. For frictionless conditions (Figure 8b &d), 
the minimum relative density is at the edges in contact with the die. The reverse is true 
for conditions of high friction (Figure 8a &c). These results show the value in the 
constitutive modeling to predict density variations that are induced due to the geometry 
or the physical behavior of the boundaries. 
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Figure 7 - Comparison of the phenomenological models (symmetric, asymmetric, 
and shear failure 1 cap) with experimental data at increasing levels of constant 
density. The schematics of rolling, die, and isostatic compaction are plotted at the 




Figure 8 - Experimental (surface hardness) and finite element results (using the 
Drucker-Prager Model) on the compaction of microcrystalline cellulose and the 
resultant relative density distribution for unlubricated (high friction) rigid die wall 
(a & c) and lubricated (low friction) die wall (b & d) (291. 
Although these phenomenological continuum models have shown success in the 
prediction of density there have significant weaknesses. These models have no direct 
connection with the underlying physics related to the particle mechanics and kinematics. 
Their continuum nature misses the statistical aspects of the process. Unless explicitly 
stated in the phenomenological model, developing anisotropy also missing. The most 
tangible weakness to the phenomenological models is their inability to demonstrate 
strength predictions and their stresslstrain path dependence. 
Koerner [31] illustrated that compact density is not a sufficient state variable to 
describe strength alone by comparing the strength of three compacts of the same density 
but produced in three different compaction modes (Figure 9). According to the Drucker- 
Prager model, the strength tested in tension (dC/dC, = -3) will be the same for compacts 
compressed by different stress histories to the same relative density (Figure 9). However, 
experimental data illustrates that the strength of these specimens is significantly higher 
for the sample compressed in a triaxial manner. Obviously, neither the Drucker-Prager 
model, nor most of the constitutive models capture the development of cohesion within a 
single isodensity line. 
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Figure 9 - Schematic representation of the experimental results of [32] illustrating 
the effects of stress history on shear strength at specific values of relative density 
(right hand side) in contrast to the prediction of the Drucker-Prager model (left 
hand side). Capital sigma and tau represent the global (macroscopic) stress response 
in the axial and radial direction, respectively. 
More recent micromechanical models have been able to show the effect of stress- 
path on the generation of anisotropic contact areas and number of particle contacts 
(e.g.,[2]). Fleck calculates the stress state based on the plastic energy dissipation rate per 
unit current volume w during densification as: 
where the parameters of contact area, A, ,  and coordination number, z , are dependent on 
B, (Eq.l.1 I). The plastic dissipation per unit contact area, , is described by the 
contact normal and tangential velocities. The initial particle radius R,, current relative 
density, D , and initial particle surface area, So, are used to calculate the global stress state, 
C,, based on an applied strain state, E,.  The interparticle orientation is described in 
spherical coordinates through 4 and 8. 
It is one of the major developments of the work of Fleck [2] to include the effect 
of particle contact area and its orientation dependence into a homogenization 
micromechanical model. In his work he described a second order anisotropic tensor 
which is a function of the distribution and number of contacts and contact area and the 
contact yield strength. This tensor reduces to a function of D and Do if the strain path is 
that of hydrostatic straining, which is consistent with isotropic models. 
In the above definitions, Do represents the initial relative density and A =  E/H , 
where E and Hare  the applied deviatoric and hydrostatic strain rate components. The 
B, tensor is used to calculate the contact area from the equation, 
A, = 4nR:~,n,.n~ 
where ninj are the unit radial vectors of the contacting particles. 
Fleck has shown that the orientational anisotropy of contacts results in path 
dependence of the post compaction yield locus. To derive this connection, he assumes 
that the local kinematics can be approximated by affine motion which is equivalent to a 
homogeneous strain state that is identical to the macroscopic strain. This restrictive 
assumption neglects the additional degrees of freedom that the motion of a particle may 
have due to "cooperative motions" of neighboring particles. An additional limitation of 
the Fleck model is the fact that the affine motion assumption essentially corresponds to 
opening of contacts for strain paths with lower triaxiality than closed die (i.e., when the 
transverse strains are tensile : A > 213). This implies that for such low triaxiality strain 
paths the transverse strength is severely underestimated and significant path dependence 
is predicted as shown in the calculated yield surface (Figure 10). It is this author's 
contention that the Fleck model provides a consistent trend within the strain path range of 
0 < A <  213 based on the above justification. Details on the Fleck analysis and 
calculation are provided in Appendix B. 
Figure 10 - Evolution of yield surface according to axisymmetric anisotropic theory 
(Fleck, 1995) for frictionless particles with perfect interparticle cohesion for strain 
paths (A = E / H )  representing isostatic (A = 0), die ( A  = 2/3), a condition in-between 
these strain paths (A =1/3), or at a lower triaxiality than die, i.e. higher shear 
(A = 1 )  Density conditions used in this calculation were the 3-D random close 
packing limit RD,=0.64 and a final RDf = 0.80. 
Improvements to the work of Fleck and co-workers were made with numerical 
simulations of statistical assemblies of particles based on the discrete element method 
(DEM). Unlike the mean field approach of Fleck where the force and moment 
equilibrium are not enforced, DEM satisfies both compatibility and equilibrium. It was 
with these models in both two [33] and three dimensions [34, 351 that the yield surfaces 
proposed by Fleck et al. [I,  21 were shown to provide an upper limit due to the restricted 
particle motion and the lack of equilibrium. Despite the substantial amount of knowledge 
attained through DEM, these simulations are fundamentally limited to lower relative 
densities because of the assumed constitutive behavior applied to the interparticle 
contacts. It has been shown [36] that the plastic interparticle force law, Np, 
given empirically by Tabor [37] and later confirmed by Storfikers similarity analysis of 
an inelastic contact [5], is sufficient to densities of non interacting contacts, after which 
the interparticle force is a strong function of the coordination number, with Zo as the 
perfectly plastic yield stress and a defined as the contact radius as m2 = n r 2 ~ h ,  where 
c2 is a constant equal to 1.45 for perfectly plastic materials [5] and R  and h  are the 
particle radius and plastic indentation. Despite these limitations in precision, DEM has 
shown potential in the understanding of powder compaction during yield surface probing 
and in previous compaction steps of loading and unloading. With regard to the work in 
unloading, the application of the Mesarovic and Johnson model [38] for adhesive 
contacts of elastic-plastic spheres to discrete element models was completed for the 
unloading of a compacted array of particles by Martin et al. [35]. 
DEM involves a simplified contact formulation which is restrictive. Typically 
DEM simulations ignore rotational stiffness [33, 34, 391. It has been shown, however, 
experimentally [40] and confirmed numerically [41] that particle rolling has a significant 
effect on the macroscopic response of granular materials, at least in low triaxiality 
conditions. During compaction, the strong changes in particle geometry due to plastic 
deformation make the stiffness components coupled and history-dependent, e.g., 
resistance in rotation about the contact center depends on the degree of prior contact 
deformation. Moreover, the interactions of neighboring contacts make the problem 
computational complex, and are usually ignored. As a result, analysis of DEM results 
should be limited to low relative densities, where such assumptions are expected to be 
valid [33]. 
To alleviate the difficulties associated with DEM, we examine a multi-particle 
compaction problem with full finite element discretization of the particles. A direct 
consequence of this approach is that the computational cost restricts the analysis to 2-D 
problems. It does offer, however, great flexibility in terms of the shape and mechanical 
behavior of particles. Moreover in the MPFEM presented here, there is no simplifying 
assumption for the particle kinematics and contact mechanics like those seen in other 
computational models discussed above. The use of finite element discretization of 
individual particles in MPFEM combines discrete behavior of granular assemblies with 
the ability to have large contact deformation and to simulate compaction to high relative 
densities. The idea of using finite elements for this problem was also suggested by [42]. 
It was, however, applied on a problem with particles arranged in a periodic manner, to 
avoid the problem of changing contacts between particles, rendering the approach 
directly equivalent to unit cell methods. [43] used a similar approach to study the 
beginning of fragmentation using a 2-D rock mechanics code, but the number of particles 
was small, the arrangement was quasi-periodic and the assumption that the particles can 
not slip over each other is restrictive. FEM analysis on the compaction of 2-D particles 
under shock conditions was presented by [44] and [45]. While dynamic methods with 
small stability limits are suitable for wave propagation, the simulation of quasi-static 
densification of particles attempted here is more challenging because of the longer times 
involved. To address this problem, mass scaling techniques were employed similar to 
those used in dynamic schemes for DEM [39,46]. 
Key ideas for successful implementation of the work presented here are: (a) a 
judicious selection of the finite element mesh and (b) the selective optimization of 
contact pair definition in the finite element model. Preliminary results were presented in 
[47] with a follow-up study of particle fragmentation [48]. Here we present a detailed 
analysis of this problem including convergence studies, and evaluation of the accuracy of 
the proposed methodology. To date, a majority of the published research regarding the 
computational (analytical and simulation) compaction of particulate material has focused 
on the probing of strength of compacted bodies [2,33,34,39,49,50]. 
Unlike DEM, the MPFEM described in this dissertation provides for individual 
particles with a separate finite element mesh and combines the discrete nature of a 
particle assembly with the ability to have large non-uniform deformation at particle- 
particle contacts. In this work the only assumed constitutive behavior are the material 
properties of the particle and the interparticle frictional interaction, unlike DEM which 
specifies the constitutive behavior of the contact mechanics and the particle kinematics 
based on mathematical formulations. 
1.3. Goals of this work 
The goals of this Ph.D. research can be captured as follows: 
Convergence and development of conditions for a stable and robust MPFEM 
Investigation of the monotonic loading of a random particle array using the MPFEM 
Re-evaluation of the mathematical model proposed by Fleck [2] 
Development of a contact detection and contact area algorithm for post-processing of 
MPFEM data 
Investigation on the unloading of compacted particle assemblies at various states of 
prior strain histories using the MPFEM model 
Probing of path dependency and anisotropy in compacted and unloaded MPFEM 
structures 
Experimental verification of the unloading and anisotropic MPFEM data 
A majority of this work is captured in the following text either formally in the 
body of this dissertation or summarized in the appendices. 
Chapter 2 : Multi-particle finite element model 
The Multi-Particle Finite Element Model (MPFEM) analyzes the compaction of a 
collection of particles under quasi-static conditions using the explicit integration scheme 
of a commercial finite element program (ABAQUS Explicit). The explicit character of 
the analysis is appropriate for the very large number of actual or potential contacts 
undergoing large deformation. Because this analysis is computationally intensive, proper 
optimization of the finite element mesh, material parameters, and boundary conditions 
are essential to increase efficiency while maintaining accuracy. 
2.1. Single particle finite element mesh 
Finite element analysis can describe the interparticle interactions with little (if 
any) geometric compromise if the outer surface of the particle is adequately discretized. 
The proposed mesh design is shown in Figure 1 la. There are 72 nodes on the particle 
surface with 169 total nodes and 132 total elements per particle. The smallest length 
scale is the outer surface elements which are 3.75% of the particle diameter. To verify 
the accuracy of this mesh, it was compared against a 2700 element mesh (Figure 1 lb) of 
elastic-perfectly plastic particles with a ratio of Young's modulus to yield stress of 
E/oy=lOO and a Poisson ratio of v=0.3 in various configurations (line, tetragonal, 
hexagonal periodic arrangements, shown schematically in Figure 1 lc) under central 
motion of their centers. The FEM predicted inter-particle force versus center-to-center 
distance shown in Figure 1 lc  demonstrates that the proposed mesh has excellent accuracy 
and is quite economical with respect to the degrees of freedom. The similarity solution 
for the indentation of two rate-independent and perfectly-plastic particles [5] is also 
shown in the same figure. This solution has been used as a simplified contact law in 
recent DEM simulations [33, 34, 391. Mesarovic and Fleck [36] have shown that this 
solution is valid only at very limited interparticle deformation (e.g. 61 R 5 0.025 ). As a 
result, the use of this equation confines the domain of validity for models based on this 
solution to low relative densities (D<0.8-0.85 in 2-D). At higher interparticle 
deformations the response depends strongly on the number of neighbors, a behavior that 
is clearly captured accurately by our finite element mesh design (Figure 1 l(a),(c)). 
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Figure 11 - Normalized interparticle force (c) as a function of interparticle strain for 
a simplified % cylinder under normal loading, simple cubic loading, and hexagonal 
loading for (a) representative mesh used in the MPFEM work (132 elements) and 
(b) fine finite element mesh (2700 elements) overlaid with the similarity solution of 
[SI. 
2.2. Initial particle configuration 
Popular ballistic deposition algorithms (e.g., [5 11) generate particle configurations 
with significant ordering and anisotropy (i.e., crystallization). To avoid these problems 
which may affect subsequent simulation results, an alternate technique was applied. A 
low density (D<0.5) random configuration of particles in a rectangular box was first 
generated. This particle collection was densified by applying position dependent initial 
velocities to the particle which are zero at the center of the rectangle and increase linearly 
with radial distance. A full finite element simulation of the ensuing particle motion, with 
the interparticle friction set as p=0.5, was performed with the additional constraint of 
moving rigid boundaries that envelop the motion of the particles. 
The motion of the rigid boundaries is consistent with the initial velocity gradient 
imposed on the particles and ensures that the final configuration will fit into a rectangle 
of a prescribed aspect ratio. During this stage, the simulation is accelerated using mass 
scaling which increases inertia and the maximum stable time increment. Plastic strain 
can occur when the relative density becomes large, however the simulation was 
terminated when the local plastic equivalent strain at any of the particle-particle contacts 
reached 0.005 (0.5%). This occurred at relative densities of the order of 0.78 in only a 
minor percentage of elements (<0.02%) on isolated particle contacts. This value of 
D=0.78 is lower than 2-D random packing presented in other simulations involving 
randomly packed particles, which give values of 0.8180 [52] and 0.823[33] via the 
ballistic deposition technique and 0.83007 [53, 541 via a hard sphere molecular dynamics 
technique for monodispersed particles. It should be noted that exclusion of an external 
layer of two particle diameters along the outer surface of the particle assembly results in 
an increased relative density to 0.803 in the initial stage because of the disruption of 
packing caused by the rigid wall (i.e. wall effect). 
2.3. Boundary conditions 
Typical DEM simulations are performed with periodic conditions or application 
of macroscopic strainlstress on a peripheral layer of particles. The latter [33, 341, is 
similar to our approach which uses moving rigid surfaces. The most efficient application 
of periodic boundary conditions is to apply affine motion compatible with the 
macroscopic deformation to the centers of all particles and then allow the structure to 
reach equilibrium under the action of interparticle forces [39]. During these stages, 
particles close to the boundary may cross it and 're-enter' the assembly from the opposite 
side. This method of applying periodic boundary conditions cannot be efficiently 
duplicated in FEM. Here we use, as an alternative, rigid surfaces to apply displacement 
boundary conditions via their interactions with neighboring particles. The disadvantage 
of this technique is that the 'wall effect' i.e., the presence of a layer of particles next to 
the wall that may not be representative of the overall collection of particles, is stronger 
than in the case of periodic boundary conditions. This problem is addressed in the 
convergence study discussed below (Section 2.4). 
Simulations were carried out by varying symmetrically the prescribed motion of 
the transverse (v,) and axial (v, ) rigid boundaries velocities to maintain a specified ratio 
Em, where H and E are the hydrostatic strain and equivalent strain in the 2-D plane, 
respectively, defined as: 
1 H = (E,  + E x )  and E = -(E,  - E , )  
2 
A range of strain states where probed as shown in Figure 12 plotted in 
hydrostatic-deviatoric strain space (Eqm(2.1)) by varying the acceleration ratios in the 
two directions. 
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Figure 12 - Applied rigid boundary motion used to probe the densification yield 
surfaces with E/H=O.O, 0.25, 0.5, 0.76, 0.90, 1.05, and 1.38 for the range of labeled 
IS0  to TRI2. 
In order to ensure quasi-static conditions the kinetic energy was minimized by 
applying constant acceleration boundary conditions specific to the above E/H ratio, while 
maintaining a consistent magnitude of acceleration. Acceleration boundary conditions 
were applied in order to keep the ratio of the internal to kinetic energy from decreasing 
rapidly, thus minimizing the effects of inertia. An appropriate magnitude of acceleration 
was selected to maintain a large internal to kinetic energy ratio, but not too large to the 
point of hindering computation time for an inefficient simulation. 
Macroscopic stress state information is obtained from the reaction forces on the 
moving rigid boundaries and is presented in terms of the following measures of the stress: 
1 Z, = ?(zZ + 7.) and C = (Cz - zx) 
where C, is the hydrostatic component and C is the deviatoric stress response. 
Compacted particle assemblies under various stress states ranging from isostatic 
to low triaxiality were unloaded along the same proportional strain path using rigid 
boundary displacements in either a fully cohesive or non-cohesive state to be discussed in 
Section 2.6 below. 
After successfully unloading these cohesionless and perfectly cohered 
microstructures, the yield surfaces for the various microstructures were determined by 
reloading along specific strain paths. The strain paths followed were a result of the 
applied boundary conditions which were based on constant velocity where the ratio of 
' X / ' Z  was varied to achieve the above range of strain paths. Constant velocity boundary 
conditions were used to rapidly acquire results since particle motion is limited in the 
deformed microstructures. The strain paths ranged from simple tension to pure 
hydrostatic compression and as long as the range of stress path response was achieved 
then a sufficient probing yield surface can be generated. 
2.4. Particle collection size 
The number of particles which can be handled efficiently is determined by the 
CPU speed and RAM restrictions8 in addition to the number of particle-particle contact 
pairs. Minimization of the number of contact pairs that are checked per iteration is 
critical to the performance of the simulation. Potential contact pairs are defined n priori, 
by identifying nearest-neighbor particles within a given radial length. This length is set 
to 3 to 4 particle diameters, depending on the interparticle frictional conditions and the 
expected particle rearrangement due to the applied strain state. This is a conservative 
method and the number of contact pairs plays a direct role in the computation time. An 
alternative method to enhance computation efficiency would be to use a smaller sweep 
radius and update the contact pairs by completing the simulation in stages. This may 
prove critical for simulations with larger arrays. 
A convergence study was conducted to evaluate MPFEM under die compaction 
conditions for a number of particle systems: n=100, 200, 400, 800, and 1600. 
Convergence was studied in terms of either the axial stress (C,) at the final relative 
density of 0.95 (Figure 13) or using the ratio of the axial and transverse stresses (Ex ). In 
the same figure the corresponding CPU time is plotted versus the number of particles. 
For the 400 particle configuration a standard deviation is also plotted in Figure 13(a), as 
computed from three different initial particle configurations. The normalized axial stress 
and stress ratio decreases with the number of particles due to the wall effect. For small 
systems (n<200), particles near the frictionless wall boundary have a tendency to form 
Intel 32-bit PC used in this work is a 3.00GHz with 800MHz front-bus speed with Hyper-threading enabled, and 2.00GB of 400MHz 
SDRAM, running Windows XP Professional SPl, writing data to a Serial ATA 7200rpm hard drive. 
long chains parallel to the well with little ability for lateral movement, resulting in higher 
local stresses, thereby, increasing the overall rigidity of the subsequent macroscopic 
response. Convergence in terms of the variables selected does not guarantee that there 
are no size effects when other aspects of the response are examined or under different 
conditions. For example, patterns of non-affine motion, to be discussed, or studies of 
shear bands may require much larger systems. Stress responses derived from 800 particle 
simulations are shown to be adequate for the work presented here. 
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Figure 13 - MPFEM particle number convergence study with the (a) normalized 
axial stress at a D=0.95 and (b) axial stress to transverse stress ration used to 
represent the stress state in the particle arrays. Included in (a) is the computation 
time, on a logarithmic scale, required to complete the quasi-static compaction from 
D=0.78 to D=0.95. The error bar at n=400 represents the standard deviation of the 
stress response from 3 different initial particle configurations. 
2.5. Material properties 
The particles are assumed to be linear elastic-perfectly plastic with E/oy of 100 
and Poisson's ratio (v) of 0.3, where E is the Young's modulus and o y  is the uniaxial 
yield stress. Other constitutive models describing the material response are possible (e.g. 
hardening andlor rate-dependence), but they are out of the scope of the present study. 
The selection of E/oy is important for both accuracy and computational efficiency 
of this model. Mesarovic and Fleck [36] showed that the effect of elasticity begins at 
E/oy < 500, but it remains small up to EIoy of 100. The latter is within a realistic range 
for several bulk metallic alloys [55] and is selected here, because a small Elp improves 
the computational efficiency as described below. 
The selection of the elastic modulus also affects the stability limit of the explicit 
formulation: 
At I min S ---- [ iz) 
where 6 is a characteristic length associated with the finite elements, and ,bare the 
Lame constants, and p is the material density of the particles [56]. To address the 
challenge of long simulation times of a quasi-static problem, a mass scaling technique 
was applied [39,46] by increasing the density of particles. 
Inertial effects are also affected by material property selection. In all cases, with 
frictionless particle interactions providing the upper limit in kinetic energy as a result of 
increased particle movement (i.e. velocity) and reduced overall loads, the ratio of kinetic 
to internal energy was maintained below 1.5% at D 2 0.85. To this end, a particle 
density: 
was used, where Iq1 is the magnitude of the average velocity of the rigid boundaries, E, 
is the total volumetric strain during compaction, N is the number of computational steps 
to complete the simulation, and Tele,, is an average length of the finite elements. 
2.6. Interparticle interactions 
The particle-wall interaction is frictionless in all cases. Although the inclusion of 
p on the rigid boundaries might be important by itself, it introduces a bias (a gradient) 
within the cell which is something that we would have attempted to avoid. No 
interparticle cohesion was considered due to restrictions in the FEM software used. 
Although cohesion will dramatically affect the post compaction properties, it can be 
argued that for the monotonic loading response to densification, cohesion would not play 
a significant role during the late stage (high density) compaction. Cohesion will certainly 
affect the early stages of compaction. However, the problem presented here is that 
cohesion is difficult to implement numerically in a way that reflects reality. In these 
early stages of compaction, cohesion may be built and destroyed (perhaps several times 
in local areas). We have shown that for a D 2 0.85 there is a minimal influence of 
particle cohesion. Coulomb interactions with an upper limit of the shear stress: 
and friction coefficients of p=0.0, 0.100, 0.192, and 0.300 were studied. The selection of 
p=0.192 is based on the ratio of the upper limit yield stress shown above (extracted fiom 
the von Mises' yield criteria) and the maximum contact pressure given by the Prandtl 
solution for the indentation of a semi-infinite medium by a flat die [19]: 
The appropriate ratio of these limits yields a theoretical maximum friction coefficient of: 
In this work, a p=0.192 was used so as to compare with others (e.g. [33, 391 who 
argue that simulations with p > p* should not differ from the limiting case. 
Interparticle cohesion was introduced for unloading and yield surface probing. 
Similar to the micromechanical work of Fleck and co-workers, work was completed by 
treating the interface between particles as cohesionless (q=0) or having perfect cohesion 
( 1 )  In the case of perfect cohesion, constrains to the displacements at the particle 
interface were enforced to provide for no interfacial separation. However, this same 
formulation only provides constraints on the normal displacements while the transverse 
displacements are governed by the frictional conditions. 
Several iterations were performed to establish the proper method of unloading 
with cohesion. Initial attempts to include cohesion upon unloading were done so by 
reversing the rigid boundary displacement directions through the use of velocity 
boundary conditions. In terms of global velocity conditions, this applied condition causes 
instability in the response of the particle assembly because of the discrete change in 
velocity when going from loading to unloading (Figure 14a,b). This discrete change in 
velocity results in an unstable macroscopic stress response (Figure 14c). To account for 
this, deceleration conditions were applied to avoid the above instability and provide for a 
smooth transition in the velocity profile upon unloading (Figure 14c). 
Unloading is naturally implemented in the standard version of the FEM code 
however conducting this MPFEM simulation in standard is impossible due to the 
excessive number of contact pairs and the lack of convergence. Unloading in the explicit 
time integration scheme is difficult because (i) as shown above the change in velocity 
needs to be gradual to avoid any extra inertial effects and (ii) introducing parameters of 
no separation (full cohesion) may introduce significant velocity jumps (infinite 
acceleration) at the interface. 
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Figure 14 - (a) Displacement and (b) velocity versus time during loading and 
unloading under acceleration, velocity and deceleration boundary conditions (c) 
axial stress strain response for velocity and deceleration unloading conditions (d) 
cohesion affect on loading with a restart analysis at D=0.84 and D=0.86. 
The cohesion model used, implemented in ABAQUS (a commercial FEM code), 
prohibits interfacial separation but does not exclude the transverse sliding at this contact. 
This problem is congruent to the adhesive formulation of Mesarovic and Johnson [38] 
model used in the cohesive model of recent DEM work [35] where only interparticle 
failure normal to the contact is considered and shear failure is ignored. Because of this 
shear displacement freedom in the MPFEM simulations, upon deceleration unloading 
there is a sudden stress relaxation from the initial unloading point related to the local 
transverse displacement of the particle contacts. 
The remedy for this situation is to restart a loading analysis with the inclusion of 
cohesion from an intermediate microstructural state. Our simulations show that if a 
common intermediate configuration (D-0.86) is chosen as an initial condition, the effect 
of full or no cohesion is minimal in the macroscopic stress stain response at least at high 
triaxialities. This fortuitous situation allows us to study the effect of cohesion in 
unloading from essentially the same configuration. 
In reality, the presence of cohesion will definitely play a role at low triaxialities. 
The corresponding effect at high triaxialities may be limited assuming that development 
of cohesion requires a certain level of force on particle contacts to develop. Simulations 
presented here are based on a common starting configuration, D=0.86 for isostatic and 
D=0.83 for low triaxiality. 
2.7. Comparison with prior models 
Figure 15 presents a comparison of the MPFEM results for isostatic compaction 
with p=0.192 with: 
(i) a plasticity solution to the problem of a cylinder subjected to external pressure 
where the bore radius is selected to represent the porosity [57], 
(ii) the Helle solution [58] for the limiting external pressure which will cause 
yielding of a particle based on simplified equations of coordination number and geometry, 
(iii) the modified 2-D Gurson model 
where q2=1 .5 based on comparison to numerical results to account for localization effects 
[591 
(iv) the unit cell finite element solution of periodic hexagonal arrangement of 
discs (PHAD) (shown schematically in Figure 15) for two material property 
combinations: E/ou =lo0 and 1000. 
These results show that the Torre and the modified Gurson model, which are often 
claimed to be suitable for the last stage of compaction, overestimate the prediction of the 
periodic arrangement for all relative densities. This difference can be attributed to 
geometric effects. Yielding in a cylinder with a hole under external pressure occurs 
everywhere along the periphery of the inner hole, while yielding on the particle contacts 
is concentrated over a smaller area. The effect of elasticity in the finite element solution 
of the PHAD does not play a major role in the stress response for E/oy=lOO and 1000. 
MPFEM predicts a reduced stress response compared to the PHAD because densification 
is accomplished by particle rearrangement and non-affine motion in addition to the 
plastic yielding at the contacts. Rearrangement or non-affine motion is not accounted for 
in the other models shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15 - Comparison of predicted mean stress versus relative density for isostatic 
pressing (E/H=O) for the 2-D Torre model (eqn (2.8)), the Helle solution (eqn (2.9)), 
the modified Gurson model (eqn (2.10)), two periodic hexagonal FEM simulations 
for Elo, =loo, 1000 and the MPFEM simulation. Note that the relative density in the 
MPFEM and FEM analysis has been corrected for elastic strains; this correction is 
necessary for nominal density > 0.95. 
A comparison of the hydrostatic compaction solutions obtained from the MPFEM 
with the Fleck and Redanz 2-D DEM solution [33] is shown in Figure 16(a-c) for low 
relative densities. This is the domain where the DEM solution is claimed to be correct 
as at higher relative densities interactions between neighboring contacts begin to 
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Figure 16 - Comparison of the MPFEM results (solid lines) with the DEM work of 
Redanz and Fleck (2001) (dashed lines) for a) isostatic compaction and b) die 
compaction with varying levels of interparticle friction; and c) frictionless die 
compaction 
Chapter 3 : Monotonic Loading 
3.1. Background 
The compaction of particulate material has been of critical importance in the 
manufacture of complex near net shape components. During such processes local 
stresses may range from purely hydrostatic to high shear depending on part shape and die 
configurations [24, 25, 29, 601. Of particular interest is the densification and strength 
development during processing. Early semi-empirical symmetric ellipse models [8, 1 1, 
13, 141 allowed for a first order understanding of compaction operations, especially 
through implementation [21,22]. Recently, attention has been focused on soil mechanics 
models such as the Cam-Clay and Drucker-Prager-Cap (e.g. [23-251) which incorporate 
the weak response of partially compacted powders under low triaxiality stresses. These 
models use a single variable to describe the evolving state of the material, usually relative 
density. Experimentally calibrated versions of these phenomenological models [23, 26- 
301 describe with reasonable accuracy (<0.8% in D and 4 0 %  in load) the densification 
behavior of complex shape compacts. While successful in predicting densification, these 
models cannot predict the properties of green compacts (see discussion in [61]), because 
they are based on the assumption that the strength of the compact is only a function of 
porosity. Koerner [32] showed that among samples of equal density, those produced 
under low triaxiality exhibit higher transverse rupture strength. 
The results of Cocks and Fleck and co-workers [62,63] with experimental triaxial 
testing further prove this point. Phenomenological models fail to predict the mechanical 
properties of compacts because they ignore fundamental aspects of the geometry and 
physics of compaction. Micromechanical models attempt to address this need but with 
limited success. Homogenization models (self consistent: [64]; bounds: [I]; geometry: 
[65]) only address the hydrostatic response while others [66] retain the overall symmetric 
ellipse character of the yield function, which is not appropriate for cold powder compacts. 
The need to address the microstructural state of compacts beyond relative density is 
emphasized in two models: that of [67] and the recent work of [2] and [6]. To achieve a 
desirable level of detail, but keep the model tractable, the motion of the particle centers is 
assumed to be affine, which is in contrast with the claimed particle rotation and 
rearrangement during compaction. Other approaches attempt to consider the effect of 
loading anisotropy and particle cohesive strength (e.g. [68], but use periodic particle 
arrangements. 
To improve the understanding of the physical phenomena during compaction at 
the particle level, attention has been recently shifted to the discrete or distinct element 
method (DEM), which stems from work in soil mechanics and granular flow [69-721. 
Currently DEM has shown success in large scale parallel computations of granular flow 
in 3-D, where the average density does not exceed random packing, for 200,000 spheres 
[72]. DEM-based simulations have appeared in the literature on: (a) shearing of dense 
packings (e.g., [41,46,73,74]: compression, tension, and shear tests have been simulated, 
and in addition to the macroscopic stress-strain response, details of the evolution of 
particle contacts, and anisotropy in the orientation of contact forces, can be obtained; and 
(b) compaction: randomly packed particles are subjected to macroscopic displacements, 
and provide predictions for the evolution of density under stress [34, 39, 751. Of 
particular interest to the work presented here, is the 2-D DEM simulations presented 
recently by [33]. 
The work presented in this chapter aims to understand the development of the 
yield surface during monotonic loading to a given density. Also, although the MPFEM 
method provides an excellent platform to examine issues related to particle shape, size 
and material properties, we focus our attention on monosized, elastic-perfectly plastic, 
circular particles with the goal of establishing the accuracy of this method and to probe 
the effect of basic factors such as friction and triaxiality. Work on yield surface probing 
will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
3.2. Macroscopic Stresses 
Normalized macroscopic stresses for various compaction conditions are presented 
in Figure 17a-c. The response to hydrostatic compression (Figure 17a) is isotropic for 
y=O. 192 which confirms the randomness of the initial configuration. For all compaction 
modes, the initial stress response is significantly lower when p=0. This is in contrast to 
earlier results of affine deformation models based on energy bounds that ignore 
rearrangement [2] which illustrate a limited difference between frictionless and 1-1- 
conditions. The MPFEM results are in agreement with recent DEM studies [33] where 
the affine deformation assumption has been relaxed. As densification progresses, the 
effect of interparticle friction on the macroscopic stresses diminishes. This is consistent 
with experimental results showing that an internal lubricant is effective in promoting 
densification only in the early stages of compaction [76]. The effect of interparticle 
friction is dominant at high triaxialities (Em +O), especially for intermediate densities, 
and becomes less important as triaxiality is reduced due to the increased particle 
rearrangement. 
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Figure 17 - Macroscopic axial and transverse stress - relative density profiles for 
interparticle friction coefficients of p=O.O and p=0.192 for a) hydrostatic compaction 
(E/H=O), b) die compaction (E/H=0.5), and c) low triaxiality (E/H=1.05) 
The stress response to the applied strain can be plotted alternatively in terms of C 
and C, (eqns (2.2)). The resultant isodensity yield surfaces for all interparticle friction 
conditions are presented in Figure 18a-d. The shape of the yield surface resembles that of 
a shear-failure and cap model (e.g. [9, 101. For this type of yield surface, the normality 
flow rule is valid within the cap region while non-associated flow occurs on the shear 
failure region. Normality was confirmed (Figure 18c) in the 'cap' region at high relative 
densities for high triaxialities, but close observation shows normality to deviate with 
increased deviatoric stresses. At low relative densities or stress states near the shear 
failure line the corresponding deviations from normality are high as a result of the local 
rearrangement of particles. 
An instructive result is the presence of the shear line for the frictionless case 
(Figure 18a). The non-zero value of the slope is an illustration that the term 'internal 
angle of friction' is indeed a misnomer as the material behavior reflects the interference 
to shearing provided by the shape of the particles in addition to interparticle friction, 
which is zero here. There is, of course, a direct relation between interparticle friction 
and the initial slope of the shear failure line as shown in Figure 19. The slope of the 
macroscopic shear-failure line increases from 26" for p=0.0 and asymptotically reaches 
38" for p0.192.  A similar trend was established in the DEM work of [77], where the 
"global friction coefficient" increases with increasing interparticle friction up to p-0.200. 
Also of note is that the shear-failure line becomes non-linear (Figure 18a-d) at densities 
DB0.85, in agreement to experimental observations [lo]. In short, this non-linearity over 
the original Drucker-Prager line is a result of an overestimation of dilatancy at low 
pressures in addition to the unvarying shear strength of powders at high pressures. 
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Figure 18 - Densification yield surfaces in hydrostatic - deviatoric stress space for 
E/H strain states (E/H=O.O, 0.25, 0.5, 0.76, 0.90, 1.05, and 1.38) for interparticle 
friction coefficients (a) 0.0, (b) 0.100, (c) 0.192, (d) 0.300. The symbols alternate in 
shape and color for increments in D of 0.02 from D=0.80 except the last symbol at 
the final RD=0.95. Normality vectors are plotted in p=0.192 at D=0.95 for states of 
high triaxiality. 
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Figure 19 - Shear failure line (internal friction angle) in hydrostatic - deviatoric 
stress space as a function of interparticle friction coefficient calculated from the 
initial portion of the shear failure line from the data in Figure 18. 
3.3. Coordination number 
The microstructural evolution predicted by the MPFEM for two levels of 
interparticle friction and three common strain triaxialities are presented in Fig. 3.1. The 
color code of this figure represents the coordination number (Z) of each particle. The 
particles in the outer periphery, represented by open particles, were excluded in this 
calculation to account for edge effects. For each microstructure both the average particle 
coordination number, (Z) as well as the standard deviation, s, for the distribution of Z is 
displayed. For comparison, the limiting value of Z = 6 0  , which is simply a linear 
function derived by assuming a lower limit of Z=O for D=O and the upper limit of perfect 
hexagonal packing of Z=6 at D=l, should be compared. 
As densification progresses, hexagonally packed domains with Z = 6 begin to 
form. These domains are separated by 'grain boundaries', i.e. zones of lower local 
density, rather random packing and lower coordination number. The 'crystalline' 
domains are enlarged through cooperative motion of the particles and deformation of the 
particles with low coordination number. In the final configurations of the frictionless 
case, four such domains prevail, each one with a configuration dictated by the rigid 
boundaries. In the presence of friction, these highly ordered domains are smaller and 
more numerous. For relative densities D>0.88, in the absence of interparticle friction, 
(2 )  approaches and exceeds the Z = 6 0  theoretical limit. Corresponding results with 
p=0.192 are below this limit. The ability to exceed this perfect hexagonal packing limit 
in this monodisperse system is a feature exclusive to this MPFEM model which allows 
for local non-uniform contact deformation. In some cases particles with 2=7 are present 
and are due to severe deformation, via extrusion, of particles into the void regions (see 
for example Fig.3.2). 
From the standpoint of(Z) , frictionless conditions allow for a shift in the particle 
coordination, whereby ( Z ) ~ O O  < (Z)p=0.192 early in compression and later the reverse is 
true when (Z)p=O.O '(z)p=0.192 begins somewhere during 0.88<D<0.90. The dependence 
of (2 )  on E/H illustrates the effect of shear on enhancing the creation of these grain 
boundary zones of local lower density and hence generating lower (2 )  at the 
investigated values of relative density. The standard deviation from the distribution of 
(2) shows similar trends, where frictionless conditions show the largest change as 
compared with p=0.192 during densification and end with a smaller variance at D=0.95. 
Also of interest in the contour maps of coordination number in Figure 3.1 is the presence 
of structure localization for the frictionless cases. Specifically, the grain boundaries seen 
in the frictionless hydrostatic and closed die compaction conditions seem to provide a 
localized area of low nearest neighbors which percolate across the length and width of the 
sample. These boundaries could be seen as potential localized areas for a path of crack 
propagation. 
Figure 20 - Contour of coordination number (Z) for hydrostatic (E/H=O), die 
(E/H=0.5), and low triaxiality (E/H=1.05) conditions with frictionless and frictional 
(p=0.192) particles at select stages in densification. Mean particle coordination 
number (2) and standard deviation S, are given for each microstructure with the 
limiting value of 2 = 6 0  representing the 2-D coordination number limit. 
Figure 21 - Example of non-uniform local particle deformation which can lead to 
greater than theoretical particle coordination number 
3.4. Rearrangement 
The term rearrangement is often used but not well defined in the literature of 
compaction. Deviation from affine motion has been used [33, 471 as the definition for 
rearrangement as it represents a unique particle motion that maximizes deformation at 
particle contacts. In that sense, any deviation from the affine motion facilitates 
densification with less deformation at the contacts. The omission of non-affine motion 
from micromechanical models [2, 5, 6, 78, 791 should lead to an overestimation of the 
response, as shown by [33,39]. 
We believe now that non-affine motion is not identical to rearrangement. In a 
pure sense, rearrangement occurs when contacting pairs change. Rearrangement is a 
sufficient, but not necessary, condition for non-affine motion. The term rearrangement is 
vague by definition and we provide approximations which investigate the loss of particle 
contacts and contact formation with new particles during compaction. In this section 
both deviation from affine motion and rearrangement are discussed. 
The average absolute deviation of the local displacement of the particle central 
node, ui , from the affine motion (homogeneous strain field) u, is defined as: 
where affine motion is defined as ua = E@xj ,E@is the macroscopic strain and Xj is the 
position of the particle center. 
This parameter is calculated for each particle, excluding an outer layer of 3 radii, 
and then averaged to arrive at an arithmetic mean. The data presented in Figure 22a 
illustrates the effect of the loading path and interparticle friction on the deviation from 
affine motion during densification. Frictionless conditions and lower triaxiality loading 
paths enhance particle motion. Based on this analysis, the particle motion of frictionless 
die compaction (E/H=0.5) is equivalent in magnitude to that of frictional (p=0.192) high 
shear (EIH=1.05) conditions. Deviation from affine motion is reduced to about 0.5-0.8 
radii when p=0.192 from 0.8-1.1 for p=0.0. This effect of friction is exemplified in the 
die compaction strain path, which demonstrates a clear reduction in the particle non- 
affine motion going from p=0.0 to p=0.192. Further increases in interparticle friction 
have little effect. For E/H=1.05 and either p=0.0 or 0.192, non-affine motion continues 
even into the range of DB0.90. 
There are few experimental (e.g., [80]) or numerical [81] observations which 
assess the magnitude of non-affine motion to be of the order of the particle size. The 
MPFEM shows maximum deviation from affine motion for individual particles in the 
range of 2.0 - 3.5 particle radii depending on the state of triaxiality and interparticle 
friction. Ln addition to the evaluation of non-affine motion, we calculate the change of 
dZ, 
contacting neighboring particles ( ) for each particle and offer the definition of 
rearrangement based on this number. These data (Figure 22b) are normalized for the 
total number of particle contacts ( N: ) at each increment in relative density (dD ). As 
expected, high shear modes promote rearrangement. The maximum rearrangement is 
shifted to higher relative densities and is more intense for such low triaxiality states. In 
addition to this analysis, positive or negative change (i.e. lost or gained contacts) in 
contacting neighboring particles ( dZ,; , dZ, ) for each particle offers a alternate and 
possibly a more appropriate definition of rearrangement (Figure 22c). 
Based on the analysis provided in Figure 22b,c, particle rearrangement is 
essentially halted near D=0.82 under isostatic conditions, D=0.85 in die compaction, and 
as late as D=0.90 under higher shear conditions. Despite the end of rearrangement, non- 
affine motion continues to take place at higher densities (see Figure 22a). The latter is 
the result of statistical inhomogeneities of the compact (e.g. Z = 6 clusters with various 
orientations, and differential deformation of contacts in a single particle). Both particle 
rearrangement and deviation from affine motion soften the mechanical response of the 
system. 
According to the alternate analysis in Figure 22c, no friction conditions promotes 
dramatic changes in the number of particles that gain or lose nearest neighbors. In this no 
friction condition, initially, possibly due to local dilation, a significant number of contacts 
are lost, followed by a dramatic pick up of nearest neighbors. This rearrangement of 
particles comes to a steady state near D=0.85-0.87 in frictional die compaction, and as 
late as D=0.90 under frictionless conditions. Subsequent reduction in these rearranging 
particles is seen whereby after a density of D=0.90 virtually no particle rearrangement 
occurs in either case. For comparison we present a 2D version of the particle 
coordination number developed by Artz [78]. Intuitively we expect the arrangement of 
nearest neighbors to reach a constant value, hence no changes in contacts gained or lost 
and large deviations from this estimation of coordination number at high relative 
densities. 
Our simulations also provide further insight into the overall pattern of non-affine 
motion. Figure 23 shows the vectors of particle displacement deviation from affine 
motion at the final state in compaction (D=0.95) for E/H=O, 0.5 and 1.05 strain 
conditions with interparticle friction of p=0.0 and p=0.192. Significant cooperative 
motion takes place for both levels of interparticle friction, but is more prevalent in the 
absence of interparticle friction. For compaction under high levels of deviatoric strain 
(E/H=1.05), significant non-affine motion of the particles exists even with an interparticle 
friction coefficient of p=0.192. Similar motion patterns were recognized as a "vortex" 
formation in the DEM work of [82] for unconstrained uniaxial compaction. This 
phenomenon introduces an additional length scale in the problem which renders the size 
of the domain examined here not statistically adequate enough to capture all of the 
necessary details since this length scale appears to be on the order of ten particles. 
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Figure 22 - Quantification of particle rearrangement through (a) normalized 
average deviation from affine motion based on the displacement of the central node 
of each particle and (b) particle rearrangement based on incremental changes in 
interparticle contacts in frictional (p=0.192) or frictionless (p=0.0) conditions for 
hydrostatic (E/H=O), die (E/H=0.5), and low triaxiality (E/H=1.05) compaction 
conditions. 
Figure 23 - Patterns of the deviation from affine motion for select triaxialities and 
friction levels at the final stage of D=0.95. The vectors represent the magnitude and 
direction of the deviation from affine motion for the center of each particle. On the 
top right side of each plot, the direction of the calculated affine motion for that 
corner is plotted for comparison. 
3.5. Rotation 
The rotation of particles, like rearrangement, is often ignored in many 
micromechanical and DEM models despite experimental evidence [12,40, 83, 841, which 
hold the rolling of particles as a dominant deformation mode at the particle-particle level. 
Here, the average rotation of particles was calculated, excluding particles in the outer 
layer to account for edge effects, of length 3 particle radii. 
Similar to particle rearrangement, most particle rotations occur at low relative 
density whereby particle rotations reach as high as 15" on average even with an inter- 
particle friction coefficient of p=0.192 at lower triaxiality strain paths (Figure 24a). The 
magnitude of particle rotation is reduced as the stress state shifts to hydrostatic 
compaction. The effect of the interparticle friction coefficient on reducing rotation is 
apparent under die compaction conditions (Figure 24b), as an example. Frictionless die 
compaction conditions generates average rotations of approximately 15" down to 8" for 
p=0.300 at D > 0.85. Similar rotation magnitudes were reached in the molecular 
dynamics simulations of [81]. 
Based on the above information, the rotation of particles is not negligible but most 
of it occurs in the early stages of densification (D = 0.78 to 0.82) where the particles are 
less constrained. Depending on the global strain and the local frictional state, significant 
rotation of particles continues even to high D (Figure 24a). 
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Figure 24 - Average particle rotation based on the displacement of select surface 
nodes of each particle for (a) frictional conditions (p=0.192) for hydrostatic (E/H=O), 
die (E/H=0.5), and low triaxiality (E/H=1.05) compaction conditions and (b) die 
compaction for p=O, 0.192, and 0.3 as a function of relative density. 
3.6. Microstructural morphology evolution 
Experimental verification of the area between contacting particles were 
characterized using X-Ray Computed Microtomography (XRCT - Sky-Scan- 1072, 
Belgium) of a compacted homogeneous spherical grade of cellulose (Celphere CP-507@, 
Asahi-Kasei Chemical, Japan) which have a size range of 500-700pm. The X-ray tube 
was operated at 100 kV and 100 pA. The spot size of the X-ray beam for these scans was 
12pm. The XRCT was operated in an automatic filter mode to account for beam 
hardening and allow for multi-energy scanning. In order to improve resolution of the X- 
ray computed tomography scanned cross-sections, the material was labeled with 0.5M 
lead(I1) acetate trihydrate (see [85] for processing details). Using an electromechanical 
material testing system (MTS Alliance RT50, MTS Systems Corporation, Eden Prairie, 
MN) equipped with a 50-kN load cell with a resolution of +IN, these powders were 
single action close die compacted in a 10.32rnm externally lubricated die (magnesium 
stearate, Mallinckrodt, USA) using flat faced punches to an axial pressure of 350MPa at a 
peak strain rate of approximately 0.1s-' to an in-die three dimensional relative density of 
0.93. The specimen was carehlly removed from the die at an ejection speed of 
1 .Omm/min to minimize any compact failures or flaw generation. The sphericity of the 
cellulose particles were quantified using image analysis software (ImageJ, nih.gov) using 
the Riley sphericity parameter [86] measured from 20 as-received undeformed particles 
and 20 two-dimensional cross-sections from the XRCT scans. Sphericity measurements 
were also performed on microstructures generated from the two-dimensional MPFEM 
simulations using the same quantification technique. 
While densification under isostatic pressure produced equiaxed grains with 
flattened faces, the majority of densification operations are produced under stress and 
strain states that are non-isotropic. Ultimately this anisotropy is reflected in properties as 
a result of path dependence [24, 32, 62, 63, 87-90] or anisotropy [91-941 or a 
combination of these. Geometrically, non-isotropic strain and stress states are expected 
to produce non-equiaxed deformed grain shapes. This is explicitly recognized and is the 
cornerstone of Fleck's micromechanical model. The contact area along a given direction 
n' is approximated by 
where & is the radius of the undefonned particle and the tensor Bij represents the 
directional dependence of the contact areas, a result of non-isotropic straining. Fleck 
proposes that 
as a first order equation which relates the functional dependence of the Jaumann rate 
( BV ) of B, (eq.3.4) upon E the macroscopic strain rate. For an axisyrnmetric non- 
isotropic external strain rate 
where the above definitions apply with Do representing the initial relative density and 
A = E / H  is the inverse of the strain triaxiality, where E and  are the applied deviatoric 
and hydrostatic strain rate components and 4 is the orientation of the interparticle contact. 
Fleck's description of contact is inaccurate both in magnitude and in orientation 
dependence due to the F -6 relationship assumed (which is valid only for very small 
displacements; see Figure 1 1) and the affine motion assumption respectively. 
We present here the MPFEM results and we contrast them with Fleck's model for the 2D 
problem. Evaluation of Eq.3.2 leads to the following relationship for particle contact 
area: 
A comparison of the contact areas between Fleck's model and the results of 
MPFEM (Figure 25)' show that the area predicted by Fleck, with the affine motion 
assumption, is significantly higher than MPFEM at both low and high densities. The 
difference in the level of the prediction between Fleck's model and the MPFEM results is 
traced directly to Figure 1 1. 
The contact area in die compaction is also slightly higher in die compaction than 
isostatic according to Fleck, however the average contact area from the MPFEM shows 
no such trend. 
In the case of isostatic compaction Figure 26a shows the relative magnitude of the 
deformed contact area normalized by the contact area in hydrostatic compaction ( 2  = 0):  
The MPFEM results show a random variation with direction. For die compaction 
(Figure 26b), the affine deformation assumption leads to a parabolic distribution of 
contact size with orientation ( 4 ). In the direction transverse to compaction the 
macroscopic strain is zero and the contacts remain undeformed. This leads to a strong 
exaggeration of the anisotropy in the contact size and is the origin of the elongated yield 
locus predicted by Fleck (see Chapter 5). Notable is the fact that the directional 
dependence of contact area is independent of relative density. 
The MPFEM simulations predicts: (a) non-zero transverse contacts and therefore 
less directional anisotropy and (b) increasing anisotropy with increasing relative density, 
which are both intuitively correct. Our experimental results (Figure 27) show clearly that 
transverse contacts have a non zero area. Also the MPFEM results and the 
experimentally characterized microstructure show comparable levels of Riley sphericity 
[86] (0.89 at D=0.95 and 0.82 at D=0.93, respectively). 
In addition, the MPFEM predicts that some contacts will not have flat surfaces 
because the local mode of deformation is extrusion into neighboring interstitial spaces 
(Figure 21 and Figure 27) rather than the affine deformation. This is in agreement with 
the experimental result (Figure 27b), and further improves our confidence to the 
simulations. 
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Figure 25 - Normalized average contact area for hydrostatic and closed die 
compaction for the Fleck model and MPFEM at (a) D=0.85 and (b) D=0.95 
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Figure 26 - Contact area from Fleck's model calculated based on the Bijninj 
parameter (Eq.3.4) and results from the MPFEM simulations for hydrostatic and 
closed die strain states for intermediate and late stage densities. MPFEM results are 
normalized for the average contact area and for the Fleck estimate in isostatic mode. 
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Figure 27 - Deformed microstructures (a) MPFEM from frictional (p=0.192) die 
compaction at a 2-D relative density of 0.95 and (b) x-ray computed tomography 
lead impregnated cellulose Celphere507 at an in-die 3-D relative density of 0.93. In 
both the computational and experimental images areas of large non-uniform contact 
deformation are enlarged. 
3.7. Microscopic Stresses 
The major benefit of the MPFEM model is its ability to obtain information 
regarding the local stress and strain state at the particle-particle contact level. The 
contour of Mises stress for frictionless (p=0.0) and frictional (p=O. 192) conditions under 
two states of macroscopic strain ( E l  H = 0.0 and E l  H = 1.05) is illustrated in Figure 28. 
The primary features in these images are the non-uniformity of the stress distribution and 
the stress chains transmitted through the array of particles. The development of these 
loading paths, which percolate through the particle collection, occurs at low levels of 
relative density for which the elastic deformation of the particles and the particle 
rearrangement play a primary role. The occurance of these stress chains depend on the 
level of interparticle friction and the strain state. Frictionless conditions allow percolated 
loading paths to occur later in densification than when p 0 . 0 .  Strain states of low 
triaxiality allow for increased particle movement (Figure 22), which also shifts the onset 
of stress chains to higher relative density (Figure 28b). As compactino continues to 
relative density levels of D>0.9, the effect of particle ordering into 'crystalline' domains 
on uniformity of stress becomes apparent. When highly ordered ares develop, they lead to 
high stresses at the 'gain boundary' locations as compared to the particles within the 
ordered domains. The presence of friction provides for a more uniform deviatoric stress 
state. 
An illustration of the contact deformation at both low and high relative densities 
for which the deviatoric stress has reached the particle yield stress is shown through 
contours of the equivalent plastic strain in Figure 29. Previous theories attribute the 
stress chain development at low relative densities to elasticity and interparticle friction 
[33 ,  711; however the low density image (Figure 29a) clearly illustrates the presence of 
both local contact yielding at densities as low as D=0.80-0.83 and the shifting of some of 
these deformed contacts. This phenomenon is prevalent at both high and low triaxialities 
at high relative densities (Figure 29b). This type of local contact deformation mode is not 






Tensile stresses may develop in isolated particles despite the overall compressive 
character of the simulation. The statistics of such occurrences are the subject of 
continuing work from the perspective of contact yielding and bulk particle fracture [48]. 
These results show the significant advantage of the MPFEM method in providing 
information at the sub-particle level. This is unlike other models which is restricted to 
the simplified contact geometry of periodic models, neither is there a need for the 
restrictive assumptions of the micromechanical models. The MPFEM also provides 
additional information to DEM since no compromises are made in the deformation 
character of the contact. 
Figure 28 - Deviatoric (Mises) stress contours in (a) hydrostatic (E/H=O) and (b) low 
triaxiality (E/H=1.05) compaction conditions under frictionless and p=0.192 
frictional conditions at relative densities of 0.80, 0.83, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95. Values in 
percentage of particle yield stress. 
Figure 29 - Enlarged images of microstructures illustrating the equivalent plastic 
strain (PEEQ) for (a) frictionless isostatic compaction (E/H=O) at low density 
(D=0.83) where circled regions represent deformed contacts which have shifted and 
(b) frictionless low triaxiality compaction (E/H=1.05) at high density (D=0.93) with 
the shifting, large deformed (PEEQ >0.20), contacts a result of the slip of a group of 
particles. Values are in absolute equivalent plastic strain. 
A more quantitative analysis has been performed based on the deviatoric stress 
data for all particle elements. Specifically, the average deviatoric (von Mises') stress of 
all particle elements is characterized. Observation of Figure 30a shows negligible 
differences between the die and low triaxiality compaction conditions in terms of the 
evolution of deviatoric stresses. The hydrostatic compaction generates higher stresses 
earlier on in densification, but all three macroscopic modes of strain converge in terms of 
the average von Mises' stress at the final RD of 0.95. The onset of significant 
development is stress is determined by both interparticle friction as well as the mode of 
compaction, where lower values of interparticle friction delay the onset of stress 
generation to higher values of RD (Figure 30b). An interparticle friction coefficient of 
p=0.3, which drives the shear stress generation at low values of contact pressures, has a 
significant effect at the local level (particle elements), but in terms of the macroscopic 
stress state (Figure 18) there is limited difference in going from the theoretical friction 
limit of p=0.192 to p=0.300. This result, which shows differences in the local contact 
stresses for interparticle friction of ~ 0 . 1 9 2 ,  has implications in the developing 
interparticle contact stress state which could potentially drive future cohesion models. 
Similarly to the evaluation of the von Mises stress is the average plastic 
equivalent strain generated during compaction. Figure 3 1 illustrates the effect of loading 
triaxiality and interparticle friction on the plasticity generated during compaction. We 
can easily see that because of rearrangement, particles begin yielding later in friction less 
conditions than in frictional conditions and the magnitude of yielding in the density range 
evaluated here is less than with p=0.192. Yielding of particles is more prevailent and 
larger in magnitude with lower triaxialities (E/H=1.05) than with more hydrostatic 
conditions (E/H=O), especially at late stage densities. 
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Figure 30 - Normalized average local deviatoric (von Mises') stress evolution during 
densification for a) frictional conditions (p=0.192) for hydrostatic (E/H=O), die 
(E/H=0.5), and low triaxiality (E/H=1.05) compaction conditions and b) die 
compaction for p=O, 0.100,0.192, and 0.3. 
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Figure 31 - Average equivalent plastic strain evolution during densification for (a) 
frictionless and (b) frictional conditions for hydrostatic (E/H=O), die (E/H=0.5), and 
low triaxiality (E/H=1.05) compaction conditions 
In a similar manner, an evaluation of the maximum principal stresses was 
performed on all elements for the same strain and interparticle friction cases shown in 
Figure 30. Again, it is important to note that the particles are treated as elasto-plastic so 
the evaluation of the maximum principal stress is simply an indication of the potential for 
particle fracture. The primary feature of Figure 32, which plots the percentage of 
elements whose maximum principal stress is greater than 50% of the particle yield stress, 
is the peak in the measured percentage at an intermediate level of relative density. Upon 
further densification, the percentage of elements with high levels of maximum principal 
stress tends back to zero, due to the increased level of particle confinement. It is the lack 
of confinement at intermediate relative densities that allows for maximum principal 
stresses to develop. It is near this relative density that the highest potential for particle 
fracture is to occur. The location and magnitude of this maximum principal stress peak in 
the percentage of elements is again dependent on the conditions of interparticle friction 
and the mode of compaction. Both the onset for principal stress development and the 
peak occur at lower relative densities for frictional conditions (p=0.192) than for 
conditions of no interparticle friction. This trend is highly pronounced for hydrostatic 
straining and becomes less pronounces with lower triaxialities (E/H=1.05). It is at this 
low triaxiality that the highest percentage of elements with substantial maximum 
principal stress is measured, independent of friction conditions. An illustration of the 
local maximum principal stress contour for low triaxiality (E/H=1.05) with interparticle 
friction is shown in Figure 33. Regions of high principal stresses are found at the surface 
of the particles in the void spaces or are due to multi-axial diametrical loading and are 
present in the particle center. 
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Figure 32 - Percentage of total particle elemental area with high maximum principal 
stresses (03 > 0.50~) for frictional (p=0.192) and frictionless (p=0.192) conditions a) 
hydrostatic (E/H=O), b) die (E/H=0.5), and c) low triaxiality (E/H=1.05) compaction 
conditions. 
Figure 33 - Detail of deformed particles maximum principal stresses at high relative 
density. Values in percentage of particle yield stress. 
3.8. Concluding Statement 
The use of the Multi-Particle Finite Element Model (MPFEM) offers interesting 
insight in the compaction of particles. The calculated macroscopic stress response in 
hydrostatic-deviatoric stress space is softer than that predicted by DEM. The DEM 
model of [33] established the effect of particle rearrangement on reducing the size of the 
yield surface, by way of relaxing the affine motion assumption. However, despite the fact 
that DEM can successfully handle a large number (lo5 in a parallel computational 
environment) of particles in 3-D [72], the use of DEM restricts the true deformation 
behavior at the level of the particle contact (e.g. extrusion of particles into void spaces). 
The MPFEM provides the necessary degrees of freedom that allow for local non-uniform 
contact deformation while capturing the statistical nature of a powder bed. As a result, 
this model is capable of addressing rearrangement, non-affine motion, particle rotation 
and large deformation to high relative densities. Inability of addressing these 
mechanisms in previous models results in the prediction of a stiffer response from an 
assembly of particles during densification. The results presented here span a large range 
of relative densities (practically up to full density provided that the element deformation 
is addressed by remeshing), while DEM models are limited to non-interacting contacts (D 
5 0.85). 
The yield surfaces discussed in this work are the isodensity loci during monotonic 
loading. The shape of these yield surfaces are that of a shear failure line with non- 
associated flow and an associated elliptical cap. The shear failure line starts at 2 6 O  at p=0 
and tends to a constant value for interparticle friction values of p0.200. The MPFEM 
model provides adequate justification to Drucker-Prager type soil mechanics models for 
the compaction of granular material when the variation in strain path is small. 
Local particle quantities such as coordination number and particle motion show a 
significant deviation from affine motion, whose magnitude is dependent on the applied 
strain triaxiality as well as the level of interparticle friction. Conditions of cooperative 
motion are also visible as swirl, or vortex, patterns of sliding and rotating particles with 
the largest amount of particle motion coming from high shear strain states and frictionless 
particle-particle interactions. During densification, the particles experience bulk and 
contact stresses through developing paths of contacting particles which transmit a 
substantial portion of the applied load. The onset of such particle stress development and 
the magnitude of these stresses have been shown to be a function of the ability of the 
particles to rearrange and approach their final coordination configuration. Based on these 
results, such an onset demonstrates a strong dependence on the macroscopic strain state 
as well as the interparticle friction conditions, with low friction and high shear providing 
for a softer macroscopic stress response. 
The reader is cautioned over results generated in frictionless conditions with this 
uniform size distribution as these conditions result in a pathological situation 
(e.g. ,"crystallization"), for which only a small increase in interparticle friction or a 
deviation from monosized particles remedies. 
Despite its 2-D nature, because of computational intensity, the MPFEM offers 
unprecedented insight in the compaction behavior of particles under varied stain states. 
In its current version with 800 particles, this platform can allow for further examination 
of important effects such as particle shape and material behavior that are practically 
impossible to examine by DEM techniques or other micromechanical models. 
Chapter 4 : Unloading and Elasticity 
4.1. Introduction 
Traditional studies of powder compaction consider that the properties of 
compacted bodies are linked to the final porosity. In depth understanding of this 
processing operation has shown that the compact relative density is just one state variable 
which by itself does not determine the compact performance completely [2, 951. Loading 
stress path and more importantly the unloading conditions are equivalent in importance in 
establishing the properties of the green body. 
During compaction, it has been shown that interparticle friction and plastic 
contact indentation play an important role in this macroscopic response as well as final 
compact microstructure [l, 2, 5, 35, 36, 391. It is also understood that the properties of 
the final compact are influenced by the following: (i) compact relative density, (ii) and 
the stress path to this target, (iii) external parameters which are influenced by the 
compaction rate (e.g. air entrapment), (iv) unloading stress path and rate, and (v) ejection 
conditions, which include elastic springback. The latter two parameters are usually well 
controlled in the powder metallurgy industry using multi-level tools (so-called Class IV 
parts). Such processing controls allow for the unloading of parts so as to avoid for 
situations of large strain gradients during ejection and potential for tensile stresses which 
exceed the compact strength [60]. When specialized ejection is not possible, modelling 
has been used to optimize the compaction stress path and tool design [60, 96, 971. 
Unloading and elasticity also play an important role in the final part dimensions where 
die wall friction and density gradients can lead to cracking, influence final tolerances, and 
may lead to non-uniform sintering [98]. Understanding the unloading and elasticity of 
the green compact is as crucial as the loading step to the design and optimization of 
powder compacts. 
Simulation of the compaction step during monotonic loading of a cohesionless 
system of monodisperse discs was analyzed previously [95] using a multi-particle finite 
element model (MPFEM). It has been shown that such a multi-particle formulation for 
simulating the compaction of particles allows for a more realistic physical description of 
the compaction operation than micromechanical or discrete element models because not 
only is a statistical arrangement of particles captured but this model is capable of large 
inter-particle deformation behavior at high relative densities. This is unlike discrete 
element models which are limited to relative densities of non-interacting particle-particle 
contacts. The work presented here aims to extend previous MPFEM efforts to evaluate 
the unloading step and the elasticity of the compacted bodies at the macroscopic and 
microstructural level. Both cohesionless and perfectly cohered monodisperse discs are 
studied under various modes of compaction and unloading and the elastic property 
comparison with experimental and other computational models are made where 
appropriate. 
4.2. Background : Experimental Data 
While the discussion on the compaction of powders is prevalent in the literature, 
there is a substantial shortage of information on the unloading portion of the compaction 
operation. It is the contention of this paper that the unloading step contains significant 
information regarding the properties of the green body and should not be treated in a 
secondary manner. Traditionally, elastic parameters are captured from the initial portion 
of the unloading curve given the highly linear, and assumed elastic, behavior [99- 1011. In 
the majority of cases the anisotropy from prior compaction strain states is neglected and 
the elastic properties are obtained from stress and strain using the isotropic Hooke's law, 
despite prior experimental evidence of anisotropy [94, 1021. For convenience, is not 
uncommon for elastic property determination to be conducted from partial unloading 
curves from one specimen undergoing a load-partial unload-load cycle. When the 
unloading step is continued to completion the last portion at low loads is highly non- 
linear [99, 103, 1041. The non-linear section is often not accounted for [105, 1061 in the 
analysis and discussion of the elastic property determination or in the estimation of 
springback and expansion from the die. Computational analysis through simulations of 
random granular assemblies improves the understanding of the non-linear portion of 
unloading through an assumed non-linear elastic constitutive behavior. 
4.3. Background : Modeling 
partial decohesion - 
elastic energy release from 






Figure 34 - Schematic representation of the unloading of an interparticle contact 
Analytical and computational treatments for the unloading and effective elastic 
moduli of spheres has been conducted previously and are based on the diagram shown in 
Figure 34. Most notably are the analytical estimation of the effective elastic 
moduli of a random packing of spheres [I071 as well as the development of a novel 
formulation by Mesarovic and Johnson to describe an adhesive contact between elastic- 
plastic spheres [38]. The adhesive formulation is based on estimating the load in the 
normal direction between particles for an elastic-plastic contact with a calculated ratio of 
adhesive energy to elastic energy ratio based on the following equation: 
Adhesive 
x =  - n WE,, 2 Elastic 2n - 4 poao 
where w is the work of adhesion, Epq is the effective elastic modulus of the contact region 
between particle p and q, p, and a, are the contact pressure and contact area at the end of 
loading. The normal force at the particle contact is given by: 
The subscript (0) refers to the end of loading. This equation is a function of both 
the contact area, a, and the contact adhesive and elastic properties, X ,  and takes the 
functional form as shown in Figure 35. The shear traction is treated as a simple linear 
Coulombic interaction. As expected the force and strain required for interparticle contact 
separation increases with contact adhesion (increasing x ) .  Mesarovic and Johnson state 
that any plastic yielding during unloading will be small and contained to a small area and 
will have an insignificant impact on the elastic unloading profile for systems with low 
cohesion. However for highly cohesive systems, yielding could be throughout the entire 
particle and not simply at the contact and unloading/decohesion must be treated as elasto- 
plastic. As was mentioned in the previous section, Mesarovic and Johnson also comment 
on the lack of experimental data present in the literature for direct comparison for the 
behavior during unloading. 
Figure 35 - Contact force as a function of contact radius normalized by contact 
radius at the end of compaction for multiple values of x 
In 2003, Martin and co-workers [35, 39, 1081, have successfully applied the 
analytical adhesive expressions generated by Mesarovic and Johnson to their DEM work 
on loading, unloading, and yield surface probing. Although such a computational 
treatment is limited to relative densities of non-interacting contacts they have been able to 
qualitatively analyze key aspects of the compaction operation. This work was limited to 
values of adhesive energy x < 0.1 for limited plastic flow at the particle contact. In their 
results they mention potential non-linearity upon unloading, with no further discussion. 
In addition to demonstrating the effect of the adhesion on the number of contacts and 
particle contact area lost during unloading, they were able to offer predictions of compact 
tensile strength, failure surfaces, and elastic properties including elastic springback. The 
elastic properties were comparable to experimental data on metal powders [99, 1001 and 
empirical and analytical expressions. For completeness, were re-plot these expressions 
below as they will serve to compare with elasticity data generated from the MPFEM 
results. In 2002, McMeeking and co-workers [I091 also implemented a cohesive DEM 
model based on similar principals and found elasticity results comparable to experimental 
and the analytical results of Walton [107]. 
Historically, there have been numerous expressions which represent the effective 
moduli of compacted aggregates. Below are a few of these expressions which give a 
representative cross-section of published results. The first of these expressions is an 
empirical exponential relation proposed by Spriggs [110]: 
and a higher order analytically based expression of Wang [l 1 11: 
A relationship based on the analysis of isolated pores in a porous body was given 
by Hashin-Hasselman and is written as [I 121: 
in these expressions Eo is the elastic modulus of the hl ly dense material, D is the relative 
density, and a, b, and c are parameters to account for the effect of particle properties. 
Walton provided a mathematical relationship to describe the elastic moduli of a 
random packing of spheres with the effective Lam6 moduli calculated (presented below 
are the equations for a statistically isotropic medium): 
where B and C are functions of the fully dense material Lam6 constants, Z is the number 
of particle contacts, and p is the confining pressure. For this analysis, the elastic moduli 
was calculated by assuming isotropy for the purposes of comparison. These elasticity 
relations are shown below in Figure 36. This plot covers a range of relative density from 
near 3-D random packing (D-0.64) to full density and shows significant disagreement of 
the model proposed by Walton at high densities. This disagreement was also found in the 
DEM results of Martin [35] and in the overlaid experimental data of Carnavas and Page 
[99] and Pavier and Doremus [loo]. 
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Figure 36 - Relative elastic modulus for various models as a function of compact 
relative density. Spriggs [I101 is an empirical relation while Wang [ I l l ]  Hashin- 
Hasselman [I121 and Walton [I071 are analytical models based on an analysis of 
isolated pores in a porous body or the random packing of spheres, respectively. 
The models mentioned above propose equations andlor results which demonstrate 
the effects of main process parameters such as materials and boundary conditions on the 
properties of a compacted powder body. However, most analytical expressions are 
limited in their scope and application to specific conditions due to necessary assumptions 
made to allow for tractable solutions. In our MPFEM work, we offer a novel approach to 
evaluate the unloading process as the assumptions are minimized and the contact 
behavior is given the freedom to behave based on the response of the interparticle 
interactions instead of forcing a known analytical solution. 
4.4. Experimental Procedure 
4.4.1. Unloading 
A model system was chosen to evaluate the non-linearity at the last stages of 
unloading. Cellulose powders, which are a typical pharmaceutical diluent material, were 
sieved to the size range of 125-150pm. The materials used were spherical in overall 
shape with either a rough surface (Avicel PH2008, FMC Biopolymer, Philadelphia, PA) 
or highly spherical and smooth (Celphere CP-1028, Asahi-Kasei Chemical, Japan). 
Using the MTS Alliance RT50 these powders were compressed and unloaded in a 
15.8mm die with round flat faced punches both of which were externally lubricated 
(magnesium stearate, Mallinckrodt, USA). A range of compaction pressures were 
explored at a upper punch displacement rate of 20mdmin during loading and unloading. 
Compact ejection was performed at l m d m i n  to avoid any compact failure or flaw 
generation. 
4.4.2. Elastic Properties 
Die compacted samples and isostatically compacted samples were machined into 
a cube of dimensions lOmm x lOmm x lOmm within 0.05mm in each direction. The 
orientation of the die compacted specimens was accounted for due to the potential 
differences in modulus in the different directions. The die compacted samples were taken 
from the unloading procedure described in the preceding section. Isostatically compacted 
samples were compressed on an AE3B Cold Isostatic Press (AE3B Autoclave Systems Inc., 
OH). For both stress paths a range of compaction pressures was covered in order to 
cover a range of relative densities. The machined samples were loaded in uniaxial simple 
compression using the MTS Alliance RT50 described above at a rate of 1 .Omrn/min using 
a thin layer of magnesium stearate on rigid platens to minimize the friction caused by this 
contact. The elastic moduli were calculated from the linear portion of the unloading 
curve as was done in similar work by others (e.g. [99]). Measurements were made in all 
three cubic orientations, whereby replicates were extracted by repeating on the opposite 
cube face such that all nine faces were at some point in contact with the moving uniaxial 
platen. This method of simple compression to extract elastic properties has issues of 
specimen parallelism, complete specimen contact, contact pressure, and local specimen 
contact deformationldensification which could make the quantitation of results somewhat 
confounded. In general, soWcompliant materials are more forgiving in this experiment 
that stiff materials. The later issues result in initial non-linearity followed by the linear 
portion described above. Significant insight has been obtained regardless of these 
potential problems. 
4.5. Results and Discussion 
MPFEM details can be found in Section 2.6. 
4.5.1. Unloading Rearrangement 
Upon unloading, the effect of interparticle cohesion manifests itself in the loss of 
contacts for the cohesionless (q=O) system or absolutely no lost contacts in the case of 
full cohesion (q=l). The dramatic change in coordination number was also demonstrated 
using DEM as a function of the adhesion parameter x [108]. The variation of contacts 
in the cohesive system is attributed to the initial elastic unloading which results in lost 
and gained contacts that are barely in contact. 
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Figure 37 - Quantification of particle rearrangement based on the rate of change in 
gained and lost interparticle contacts in frictional (p=0.192) or frictionless (p=O.O) 
conditions for closed die (E/H=0.5) loading and unloading conditions with 
cohesionless (q=O) or perfectly cohered (q=l) contacts. 
By definition, as discussed in Chapter 2, the fully cohesive system does not allow 
for contact separation, but it is interesting to note that in the cohesionless system the 
elastic springback intrinsic to unloaded particles causes a loss of contacts and 
rearrangement of particles that is equivalent or greater in magnitude to the early stages of 
loading where rearrangement is believed to be a dominant mechanism. Such a large 
change in particle coordination is in agreement with recent DEM results [I081 over a 
large range of particle cohesion and has been used to describe the non-linear elastic 
behavior of reloaded compacted samples [113]. 
In addition to the magnitude of particle rearrangement in cohesionless and fully 
cohesive systems, the motion of particles is of interest. Previously, we reported on the 
average absolute deviation of the local particle displacement, ui, from the homogeneous 
strain field (affine motion) u, as defined by: 
where affine motion is defined as u, = EVxj, EVis the macroscopic strain and xj  is the 
position of the particle center. It was shown that states of low triaxiality and low friction 
lead to enhanced particle movement and rearrangement and hence large deviation from 
affine motion. The behavior in closed die unloading for a die compacted MPFEM 
specimen is shown in Figure 38. Interesting behavior in the motion of particle centers is 
noted during the closed die unloading. Where the cohesionless system which sees 
significant particle rearrangement in the coordination number, also shows non-uniform 
patterns of cooperative deviation from affine motion. In the fully cohesive particle 
assembly the deviation from affine motion is significantly high due to the particle 
adherence to each other and detachment from the rigid boundary motion. The 
characteristics of the non-affine motion is similar to Figure 23 in compaction. This result 
supports the notion that the affine motion assumption is restrictive from a modeling 
standpoint for elastic versus plastic behavior. 
q=0 Cohesionless q=l Full Cohesion 
Figure 38 - Particle patterns of the deviation from affine motion for frictional 
(p=0.192) closed die compaction at the point of lost contact between the rigid 
boundary for either a fully cohesive (q=l) or cohesionless (q=0) system. On the top 
right side is the direction of the calculated affine motion for that corner plotted for 
comparison. 
4.5.2. Unloading Plasticity 
The usage of constitutive models is necessary to capture the behavior of an 
unloaded assembly of particles in DEM. Recently Martin [I081 applied the cohesion 
formulation of Mesarovic and Johnson [38] in their DEM analysis of unloading and 
resulting tensile strength of powder compacts. In this work, only fully elastic unloading 
is considered whereby no plastic flow occurs at the contact level. The MPFEM model 
only assumes no macroscopic phenomenological behavior, but does assume a Coulombic 
interaction at the interparticle behavior. 
To evaluate the effect of unloading on plasticity, the plastic dissipation energy 
( W P  ) is presented for the loading as well as the unloading stages at select densities 
(Figure 39a). The plastic dissipation energy (Figure 39a-left) is normalized by the energy 
at peak relative density. As expected a significant amount of plasticity is evoked in the 
particles during high density loading. During unloading ("horizontal" lines of Figure 39- 
left), it appears as though the plastic dissipation energy remains constant suggesting no 
plastic deformation during unloading. However, closer evaluation (Figure 39-right) 
shows that there is a significant difference in the plastic dissipation energy at the end of 
loading and during unloading, illustrating that based on this simulation, plasticity occurs 
during the removal of the external loads, as originally pointed out by Johnson [114]. This 
is the first time for such information to be demonstrated on an unloaded compacted 
particle array where plasticity is seen during unloading for both a fully cohesive and non- 
cohesive system. Of interest is the fact the relative amount of plasticity during unloading 
is higher for the lower densities that were evaluated, which is possible due to the less 
homogeneous stress field present (Figure 28). More interestingly, there is a finite 
increase in plastic deformation during the unloading of the cohesionless system which 
follows the same trend as the cohesive system but much smaller in magnitude. Reasons 
for this are not completely clear at this point, but we speculate that it is related to the 
confining nature of surrounding particles undergoing elastic unloading. A certain 
percolation of the unloading elastic strains could result in stresses large enough in select 
particles to result in plastic strains. 
The location of the plastically deformed regions is plotted in Figure 39b whereby 
the difference between the equivalent plastic strain at the end of loading and the 
maximum stain during unloading is calculated. The magnitude of the contour plot ranges 
from 0 to as much as 1% equivalent plastic strain, which is enough to cause failure in 
some mechanically tested bodies. The region presented illustrates that plastic 
deformation occurs in a majority of the particle contacts during unloading. The location 
of these yielding contacts is not just at the particle contacts, but within the bulk of the 
particle as well. 
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Figure 39 - Quantification of yielding upon closed die unloading for compacted 
specimens for (a) plastic dissipation energy normalized by the energy a t  the peak 
relative density (left) and the plastic dissipation energy during unloading 
normalized by energy a t  the onset of unloading and (b) contour plot of the 
difference in equivalent plastic strain between the end of loading E; and the 
maximum equivalent plastic strain during unloading E; of a fully cohesive structure 
originally a t  a relative density of 0.95 at the end of loading. Few isolated contacts 
have plastic strains between 1 and 4.5%. 
4.5.3. Unloading Non-linearity 
The unloading of various MPFEM compacted systems was performed at select 
strain states and boundary conditions. As discussed in the model details, systems with 
either no cohesion (r\=O) or perfect cohesion (q=l) were evaluated. An example of a 
loading-unloading schedule is shown for frictional (p=0.192) closed die compaction with 
unloading at select relative densities (Figure 40). In this case the unloading was carried 
out until no load was present at the outer rigid boundary walls. The reloading hysteresis 
seen in other computational works of granular assemblies [35] was also reproduced with 
this model but was not quantified. The initial unloading stage, where the elastic 
properties discussed below were calculated, is shown to be independent of cohesion (q), 
based on these numerical simulations. 
With further unloading (Figure 40b), the behavior becomes clearly non-linear 
depending on the state of interparticle cohesion. The cohesionless systems have a 
significant amount of elastic springback resulting from the contact separation. With 
perfectly cohered contacts the amount of recovered bulk strain through contact separation 
is minimal and any contact opening will require plastic yielding [36]. To provide 
experimental evidence of this phenomena, a model system was chosen to evaluate the 
non-linearity at the last stages of unloading. Cellulose powders, which are a typical 
pharmaceutical excipient, were sized to the range of 125-150pm and processed according 
to the experimental procedure discussed above. The unloading results of Figure 40b were 
re-plotted in a semi-log space to exacerbate the difference in behavior at the low load 
portion of the stress-relative density plot (Figure 41). By doing this, a distinct difference 
is clearly seen between a perfectly cohered compacted particle array and a cohesionless 
system. By treating the experimental data in a similar way, we can see a difference in the 
unloading behavior, similar to that of the MPFEM results. The Celphere compact which 
had a measured diametrical strength of 0.3MPa behaved like the cohesionless MPFEM 
system when compared with Avicel PH200 with had a much higher level of cohesion 
measured as a diametrical strength of 8.9MPa. This type of analysis may prove useful in 
the diagnosis of in-situ cohesion and adhesion generation and the ability to separate 
strength development during loading to fracture and compact weakening during 
unloading, ejection, and subsequent treatments. Further work is needed as Avicel PH200 
is not a typical cohesive system. 
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Figure 40 - (a) Axial loading and unloading curves for frictional (p=0.192) closed 
die conditions with (b) enlargement near relaxed state where the peak relative 
density it detailed. Cohesion is either perfect (q=l) as solid symbols or absent (q=O) 
as open symbols. 
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Figure 41 - (a) Low load unloading portion of Fig.4.8b in semi-log space for perfect 
cohesion (q=l) and no cohesion conditions (q=O). (b) Experimental low load 
unloading of cellulose powders (125-150pm) plotted in semi-log space. Values of 
strength are taken from diametrical strength testing of compacts at equivalent 
densities. 
4.5.4. Elastic Properties 
In the MPFEM, not only are the particles free to rearrange, but each particle is 
free to undergo large deformation in a non-uniform manner. The elastic behavior of the 
compacted assemblies is captured for specific levels of relative density through unloading. 
For each compacted microstructure (EIH = 0.0 and 0.5) unloading is performed in iso- 
strain conditions both axially ( SE, = = 0 z 8 ~ ,  ) and transversely 
( 6 ~ ,  = 8gy = 0 o fcx ). The resulting elastic parameters are calculated from the initial 
portion of the unloading slope according to Eq. 4.9 under the assumption that the 
transverse Poisson's ratios are equal. 
Because this simulation is two-dimensional, the assumption made regarding the finite 
elements are that of plane strain (SE, = 0). The out of plane moduli (E,) is scaled with 
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The results from the calculated elastic parameters are shown in Figure 42 and 
Figure 43 for the absolute elastic moduli and ratio of the axial to transverse moduli, 
respectively. In this work (Figure 40a) and others [35, 381 it was pointed out that during 
the initial part of unloading there is an insignificant difference between perfect cohesion 
and no cohesion. For this reason we present elasticity data with perfect interparticle 
cohesion only. The elastic moduli (Figure 42)are shown to be both a function of relative 
density as well as the macroscopic strain path followed during compaction. In die 
compaction (E/H=0.5) there exists significant difference between the axial moduli and 
the transverse moduli, which is not present in the isostatic compaction mode (E/H=O). 
Martin et al. [35] point out that a compact produced from die compaction is anisotropic 
but proceeded in their discussion by considering isotropic elasticity only. 
Relative Density 
Figure 42 - Elastic moduli from unloading curves of die (EIH=0.5) and hydrostatic 
(EIH=O.O) perfectly cohered (q=l) pre-compacts as a function of the relative density 
at the start of unloading. The compaction and unloading was performed with an 
interparticle friction of p=0.192. 
Using the MPFEM unloading simulations along with the analysis based on Eq. 
4.9, the axial and transverse directions show distinct differences in the elastic moduli 
under die compaction conditions with isotropic compaction conditions showing limited 
differences in the elastic moduli. This is consistent with the contact area analysis 
provided in Figure 26, which shows isotropic compaction to have a practically uniform 
orientational distribution of contact area and that of die compaction to have larger 
contacts normal to the direction of compaction. To clearly illustrate the anisotropy in 
elastic properties generated from prior compaction strain history the ratio of the axial and 
transverse elastic moduli is plotted (Figure 43). With isotropy defined as a ratio of 1.0, 
the data clearly illustrates that hydrostatic compaction provides for a relatively isotropic 
compact. Anisotropy develops early in die compaction and its severity reduced with 
further densification as is the case in published experimental results [94]. 
To verify these MPFEM results, compacts of Avicel PH200 were compressed to 
select relative densities through closed die compaction described above and fluid assisted 
high pressure isostatic compaction using a rubber mold. The machined samples were 
tested in simple compression on each face and an average loading moduli taken in the 
axial and transverse directions. The transverse and axial direction in the isostatically 
presses sample correspond to the axes of the cylindrical container used for the sample 
preparation. The resultant behavior of the isostatic samples falling away from a ratio of 
1.0 could be a result of the initial sample preparation (i.e. gravity filling of rubber mold) 
providing for anisotropic mold filling. Overall, these experiment results confirm the 
presence of anisotropy that develops during die compaction as simulated using MPFEM, 
and highlight path dependency from local particle quantities such as changing 
coordination number to contact area distribution, to the anisotropy in stress state from the 
prior compaction mode. We choose to quantify anisotropy in tenns of the 
"instantaneous" unloading modulus. It is important to note that the microstructure of 
compacts may evolve drastically during unloading and ejection (e.g., cracks, etc.). As a 
results it may by difficult to "correlate" the post ejection behavior with the instantaneous 
unloading behavior. We believe that reloading in compression is the method that is least 
susceptible to such problems (e.g., cracks close). 
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Figure 43 - Anisotropic elasticity ratio (EaxiaVEtransverse) (a) as a function of the 
initial relative density upon unloading for die (EIH=0.5) and hydrostatic (EIH=O.O) 
perfectly cohered (q=l) pre-compacts with an interparticle friction coefficient of 
p=0.192 during loading and unloading (b) for experimentally closed die and 
isostatically compacted machined cubic specimens of AvicelPH200 in the elastic 
regime of simple compression as a function of final specimen relative density. For 
(b) isostatic, the ratio of EaxiaVEtransverse is also presented as EaxiaVEtransverse 
since the orientation in pressing is not defined. 
4.6. Concluding Statement 
The work with the multi-particle finite element model (MPFEM) has been 
extended to evaluate unloading and elastic property measurements of the compacted 
assemblies. Of particular interest is the effect of cohesion of the behavior during 
unloading. At this point in time, only the extremes have been looked at, fully cohesive 
and non-cohesive, due to restrictions in the commercial finite element software and the 
version used during this work. The work on monotonic loading [95] using the MPFEM 
clearly demonstrated the versatility of this model in its approach to a more realistic 
picture of the behavior of compacted granular material. Similar trends were obtained 
during the analysis of unloading. The analytical expressions of developing particle 
contact areas used elsewhere significantly over estimates in comparison with the MPFEM 
results which show more realistic particle non-uniform deformation behavior. These 
results also offer significant insight into the plasticity of particles during unloading where 
it is shown that there is in fact a finite level of equivalent plastic strain generated in the 
particles during the removal of external loads for both cohesive and non-cohesive 
systems. The zone of plasticity extends not only at the local particle contact but within 
the bulk of the particle as well. The effect of interparticle cohesion also presents itself in 
the macroscopic stress - strain response as an exacerbation of the non-linearity at low 
loads, whereby the contribution of the Hertzian elastic response plays a large role is this 
non-linearity for cohesionless systems. Such information could be useful for the 
diagnosis of compact failures or other related problems during ejection and subsequent 
handling. 
At this point representative and efficient MPFEM models are restricted to 2-D due 
to their computational intensity. However, with increasing computational desktop 
capacity, equivalent MPFEM simulations with 3-D particles are not far away. 
Chapter 5 : Yield Surface Probing 
5.1. Introduction 
The importance of understanding the constitutive behavior of a powder bed 
undergoing compaction has direct technological relevance. Such an understanding could 
allow for the prediction of post compaction performance of a powder compact. In 
Chapter 3, it has been demonstrated that the yield surface during compaction takes on the 
shape of a shear-failure 1 cap type of macroscopic response. This type of behavior has 
been successfully implemented into simulations using the parameters of the Drucker- 
Prager cap model [23, 24, 27-30, 60, 1 151 with experimental calibrations to predict both 
loads on tooling and final compact relative density. Unloading, ejection, and re-loading 
that follow compaction are characterized by a change in loading path. The Drucker- 
Prager Cap type models inadequately allow the prediction of compact strength, because it 
lacks the consideration of path dependence and assumes that strength is a function of 
density only. Extrapolating from earlier work on soil mechanics, Koerner [32] showed 
that the mechanical response of compacts of the same density varies dramatically with 
the stress path (i.e. consolidation method) that produced them. Schematically, path 
dependence can be depicted as shown in Figure 44. 
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Figure 44 - Schematic representation of path dependence. Two specimens are 
compacted to the same density (Dl) by (a) isostatic compaction and (b) die 
compaction (c) schematic representation of the results of Koerner (1971) 
demonstrating path dependence on compact strength. 
In this schematic we depict the yield surfaces of a particle assembly under either 
isostatic or closed die compaction. The green arrow indicates the stress patch followed 
during loading to a relative density (indicated by Dl) with the red arrow as an applied 
stress path during unloading to some non-zero stress state. Response to subsequent 
loading (probing tests - blue arrows) is characterized by a yieldlfailure locus (dotted line). 
Despite the same density, the two loci are significantly different. Recognition of path 
dependence illustrates the inadequate understanding of the variables which describe the 
state of the compact and its properties. Path dependence and anisotropy although they 
appear related are not identical concepts. One can imagine situations where there may be 
path dependence without anisotropy. A presentation of this thought experiment is 
presented in Figure 45. Assuming the starting material is a loose collection of particles, 
if we follow Figure 45a the shear can rearrange and pack particles and followed by 
isostatic compaction isotropic deformation of the rearranged particles occurs. Purely 
isostatic compaction (Figure 45b) causes isotropic deformation of the contacts without 
significant rearrangment. The compact of Figure 45a will be one with a higher 
coordination number and low interparticle contact deformation while the compact in 
Figure 45b will have lower coordination number but higher deformation at the contacts. 
Subsequent deformation in non-isostatic paths will most likely be different (i.e. path 
dependent) but both compacts could have low microstructural directionality (i.e. 
isotropic). Anisotropy comes from orientational differences in microstructure as a 
response to complete non-isostatic loading. Path dependence is the difference in 
properties between compacts of the same density that come from anisotropy. Therefore 
path dependence and anisotropy have the same origin but are manifested in different 
ways. For example, rearrangement is linked to path dependency while contact 
deformation (yielding) or particle fragmentation are associated with both path 
dependency and anisotropy. 
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Figure 45 - Schematic representation of compaction modes resulting in isotropic 
specimens but with path dependency 
Path dependency and compact anisotropy was the focus of Steve Galen [116]. 
This work showed the presence of different mechanisms for ductile or brittle powders 
resulting in different directional mechanical responses. 
In 1995, Fleck [I,  21 published the first micromechanical model that explicitly 
predicted path dependence by recognizing that a systematic anisotropy in interparticle 
contacts develops in non-triaxial strain states. Despite the limitations pointed out in 
Chapter 4 regarding the Fleck model, multiple experimental works has supported this 
theory with an uncanny match with the theoretical yield surfaces [50, 62, 631. Heyliger 
and McMeeking [34] applied published models [ I ,  21 and [6] to a assembly of discrete 
elements to predict a yield surface similar in shape but significantly smaller (i.e. "softer" 
or weaker), which in this case was driven by the relaxed assumptions on the particle 
kinematics. In the same year as [34], Fleck and Redanz [33], published their version of 
the discrete element model on the same yield surface probing, confirming that substantial 
local rearrangement of particles occurs and accounts for a reduction in the size of the 
yield surface to about half of the Fleck analytical model. Martin [35] also conducted 
DEM simulations that were partly aimed as evaluating the yielding of powder compacts. 
Like the other DEM models, the constitutive behavior of the particles was similar to that 
of [34] and [33] and to no surprise, the resultant yield surfaces were similar in shape but 
reduced in size. These DEM models sufficiently demonstrated the defiencies of the Fleck 
model assumptions on the affine particle kinematics, however there is no discussion in 
these works on the effect of contact area. The contact area comparison was conducted in 
Chapter 4 illustrating a significant difference between the analytical models (used in 
DEM) with the MPFEM resultant behavior. Recent experimental results (Steve Galen, 
Drexel PhD 2004) show the path dependence and anisotropy to be not as significant as 
predicted by analytical and DEM computational models. For this work we utilize the 
MPFEM model to probe the yielding of compacted particle arrays to enhance our 
understanding of path dependence and compact strength as well as to demonstrate the 
viability of the model and deficiencies of alternate methods. 
5.2. Loading Schedule 
Yield surface probing was conducted using velocity displacement boundary 
conditions ranging from simple tension to pure hydrostatic compression for perfectly 
cohered (q=l)  or cohesionless (q=0) compacts which were loaded and unloaded in a 
hydrostatic or closed die strain mode. As long as a range of stress paths were achieved 
with the applied strain paths, then a sufficient probing yield surface can be generated. 
The applied boundary conditions are based on constant velocity where the ratio of VxNy 
was varied to achieve the strain path range mentioned above while maintaining the 
velocity magnitude as constant. The entire simulation process is illustrated in Figure 46 
where LOADING is discussed in Chapter 3, UNLOADING in Chapter 4, and PROBING 
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5.3. Yield Point Determination 
Yielding in an inhomogeneous material is a process that starts at isolated points 
and progressively expands until significant macroscopic plasticity appears. This process 
occurs over a finite range of macroscopic strain and renders the assignment of a "single" 
yield point difficult and ambiguous. This problem is common to both experimental and 
numerical approaches especially in multiaxial stress cases. While many methods for 
determining the yield point are possible, none of them are clearly superior. Two methods 
were evaluated for accuracy and robustness. The first method is in the traditional manner 
of extracting the macroscopic stress-strain response and establishing a yield point as the 
0.2% offset from the axial or radial stress-strain curve. This method is easy for strain 
conditions such as simple compression (Figure 47a), but becomes very sensitive to error 
for stresslstrain states of high triaxiality (Figure 47b). 
In this numerical analysis, we have access to the energy dissipated by plastic 
deformation ( WP) in the compact was evaluated. It is possible to consider an absolute 
value of the increment in WP and perhaps normalize it by cry .A&, . V,,, . Since we 
are interested in reloading from a pre-compacted state we choose 
where W,P is the total plastic energy dissipation up to the compaction of the specimen to 
a reference state and WP - W,P is the increment in plastic energy dissipation during 
further deformation from this reference state. 
Typical curves of W P  are presented (Figure 48) for simple compression and 
high shear probing. In this work the yield point was set as the step time for which a 5% 
deviation from the plastic dissipation energy occurred. The corresponding rigid boundary 
reaction force data at this step time was used to calculate the deviatoric and hydrostatic 
stress according to Eqns. 2.2. for plotting in the corresponding stress space. The exact 
location of the calculated yield surface is directly dependent on the yielding criteria. 
Future work should investigate the proper metric to use in yield determination. 
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Figure 47 - Stress-strain curves for hydrostatic compaction conditions at a RD=0.95 
at the time of unloading for probings under (a) simple compression and (b) high 
triaxiality where the solid line represents the estimation for the 0.2% offset. The 
sensitivity of this approach is evident. 
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Figure 48 - Fractional change from baseline (Eq.5.1) in plastic dissipation energy 
during probing simulations for a hydrostatic compacted specimen under simple 
compression and a high shear probing. The yield point is taken when 6WP=0.05 
5.4. Yield Surface 
The predictions of the MPFEM model for yield surfaces of compacts prepared by 
die compaction and hydrostatic pressing are shown in Figure 49. Two cohesion levels 
(q=0 and 1) and two compact densities (D=0.85 and 0.95) have been examined. 
The results show the typical expansion of the yield locus with densification which 
is common to all densification models ("hardnening"). The hydrostatic yield surfaces are 
somewhat "scaleable" in that the overall shape of the loci is maintained when normalized 
for density. However, the closed die specimen yield surfaces show a change in shape 
with densification. 
MPFEM results also predict clear path dependence. The locus is ellipsoid and is 
elongated along the loading direction. This is a direct justification for the use of 
kinematic hardening models [117, 1181 that are sometimes used in soil mechanics. For 
the fully cohesive case the die compacted specimen is stronger that the hydrostatic ones 
for all triaxialities except those very close to the isostatic loading. Contrary to Fleck's 
predictions, the MPFEM shows that the die compacted specimen is stronger than the 
isostatically compacted one under tensile triaxialities. This may be explained by the 
larger contact area in the direction of tensile stress (Figure 26). 
The difference between 7 = 0 (cohesionless) and 7 = 1 (fully cohesive) compacts 
only manifest itself at triaxialities lower than X z 1 , where X = C,/C , as expected. It is 
possible that this result is biased at least partially by the methodology of the 
implementation of cohesion (see discussion in Chapters 2 and 4). A direct comparison of 
Fleck's and the MPFEM predictions is shown in Figure 49. The Fleck's prediction in 2D 
was obtained using the analysis shown in Appendix B. 
Similar to DEM yield surface results [33-351, the magnitude of the yield surfaces 
are dramatically reduced in comparison to the micromechanical models [I,  2, 61. 
However, the shape of the yield surfaces provide by the Fleck analytical model and the 
DEM simulations show similarity in shape, while the MPFEM results are dramatically 
different. In the micromechanical and DEM results a significant difference in the 
behavior is seen between isostatic and die compaction conditions, while this difference is 
limited in the results presented here. Such a limited difference is compatible with recent 
triaxial results [Steve Galen PhD Drexel University 2004, [87]] which also show such 
behavior experimentally (Figure 50). This is visible in the differences in the yield 
surfaces of isostatic precompacted structures in probing stresses of high deviatoric 
stresses. When the probing stress state has a large hydrostatic component, the differences 
between the fully cohered and cohesionless system vanish. 
Figure 49 - Probing yield surfaces from die (EIH=0.5) and hydrostatic (EIH=O.O) 
perfectly cohered (q=l) or cohesionless (q=O) compacts with an interparticle friction 
coefficient of 0.192 during the loading - unloading - reloading cycle at an initial 
unloading relative density of D=0.85 and 0.95. Closed die and isostatic results from 
a 2D version of [2] are also shown for comparison. 
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Figure 50 - (a) Experimental yield loci shape for hydrostatic and simulated closed 
die at three relative densities for dibasic calcium phosphate (Galen, 2004) and (b) 
select probing yield surfaces from die (EIH=0.5) and hydrostatic (EIH=O.O) perfectly 
cohered (q=l) compacts with an interparticle friction coefficient of 0.192 
5.5. Concluding Statement 
Our results confirm the suggestion that the yield surface is a direct result of the 
contact area magnitude and orientation development as predicted in the micromechanical 
model of Fleck [2]. MPFEM results predict less intense path dependence and anisotropy 
than both Fleck's prediction and the DEM models. Although, DEM has provided 
significant insight into the limitations of the micromechanical modeling of cold 
compaction, the MPFEM model relaxes the assumption made in DEM by increasing the 
degrees of freedom (and hence computation time) and obtaining results throughout the 
entire range of densities (while Dm,, of DEM is limited to non-interacting contacts). 
Chapter 6 : Conclusions and Future Work 
6.1. Conclusions 
We have developed a novel multi-particle finite element model (MPFEM) and 
successfully demonstrated convergence and conditions for stable and robust simulation 
conditions. 
The response of a random assembly of particles using the MPFEM under various 
monotonic loading ranging from hydrostatic to high shear by rigid boundaries have 
demonstrated the general features of the Drucker-Prager constitutive framework to be 
valid for the compaction yield surface. This is the first time for the constitutive response 
on the compaction of particles to be generated from a computational simulation. The 
effect of interparticle friction which was evaluated in this work has shown that the 
dependence of the macroscopic mechanical response on friction is reduced for p > 0.192 
but local microscopic stress responses has shown differences for larger interparticle 
friction coefficients. 
During the investigation of the micromechanical behavior resulting from the 
MPFEM simulations, we have clearly clarified and quantified particle rearrangement as 
not merely a deviation from affine motion, but more pragmatically as incremental 
changes in the number of contacts which are gained or lost during compaction and 
unloading. The same algorithm which was written to calculate the number of nearest 
neighbors also enabled the computation of the particle contact area based on the surface 
elemental segments. This MPFEM contact area calculation allowed for comparison to 
the analytical models of Fleck [2] and Martin and co-workers [39]. This information 
provides clear justification for the stiff yield surface response for both the mathematical 
calculation and the discrete element model implementation. The theoretical contact area 
formulation grossly overestimates the drastic change in contact area development for 
hydrostatic and closed die compaction strain states, and is fundamentally incapable of 
handling strain states above closed die in p-q stress or strain space, due to the assumption 
of non-developing transverse contact area in closed die compaction. Having said this, we 
have also evaluated the work of Fleck [ l ,  21 at high shear strain states to demonstrate that 
the range of validity for the Fleck model is only for states between hydrostatic and closed 
die. The MPFEM simulations do show an anisotropy as predicted by the analytical 
formulation however the extent to the difference is much smaller and more importantly, 
large contact areas are shown to develop in the direction transverse to compaction for all 
strain states tested, which we have also shown experimentally. This contact area 
directionality is one of the main origins to the path dependence and anisotropy seen in the 
compacted particle assemblies. 
The unloading stage of powder compaction is probably the most under-analyzed 
stage of this compression operation. In most cases only the elastic moduli is sought and 
is captured from the initial linear portion of the unloading stress-strain curve. Significant 
non-linear unloading has been seen both experimentally and with the MPFEM 
simulations and is due to the contributions of the Hertzian-like elasticity response at the 
particle contacts. However, the effect of interparticle cohesion has a dominant role in 
defining the extent and severity of this non-linearity as we have demonstrated 
computationally and verified experimentally. Such experimental analysis could aid in 
understanding and diagnosis of problems with compact performance as we see that 
interparticle cohesion, before ejection, affects the non-linearity upon unloading at low 
loads. Compacted systems which show limited or no non-linearity upon unloading 
should have high compact strength; so if part failure upon ejection is prevalent, then one 
could have confidence in focusing experimental and process optimization around the 
ejection stage. 
Finally, the path dependence of powder compaction is now well known and is 
becoming well understood both computationally and experimentally. As we have 
discussed in the above text, reasons for the analytical and computational discrepancies in 
the probing yield surfaces are a matter of the assumptions made regarding the particle 
constitutive behavior and more importantly the particle kinematics. With the MPFEM 
model, we have relaxed such assumptions to allow for a more realistic simulation of this 
compaction and performance testing operation. By relaxing these assumed quantities, we 
see a dramatically 'softer' yield surface than previous modelling efforts. Also differences 
seen between the paths are less dramatic that proposed by these over-estimated analytical 
models (and their computational DEM counterparts). Such a small difference was 
recently confirmed with experimental results (Galen PhD Drexel2004). 
This successful research effort enhanced the development of the MPFEM 
simulation to a state where parametric studies can easily be implemented with confidence 
to examine all stages of the power compaction operation and performance testing. 
6.2. Future Work 
We have shown that for successful macroscopic response convergence, a 
minimum of 400 particles is required for reliable results. On the other hand, we have 
noticed that local responses which are dependent on the material and boundary conditions 
show length scales of the order of 10 particle diameters which would seem to require 
simulation dimensions of approximately 200 x 200 particles (40,000). Unfortunately, 
current desktop computational capacity limits these simulations to -1,000 particles. 
However, significant insight on the local responses have been reported. During the 
MPFEM convergence study, limitations to alternate models, like the discrete element 
models have been pointed out. Specifically, the dependence of interparticle force on 
particle coordination and the effect of local rearrangement on the mechanical response 
have demonstrated the realism of the MPFEM technique. 
The MPFEM model described in this thesis was in two-dimensions. As 
mentioned above the appropriate size 2-D simulation which would capture, in the 
statistical sense, the micromechanical behavior given the cooperative motion and 
interactions of particles would be roughly 40,000 - 50,000 particles each with a surface 
refined finite element mesh. Unfortunately, this would equate to simulation times which 
are not yet ready to be handled by a standard desktop PC. In a similar manner, to extend 
the MPFEM model to three-dimensions would have the same computational vulnerability. 
With this in mind, we should remain optimistic and seek to find ways to extend the 
usability and realism of such computational models in order to seek meaningful results 
which will allow for assistance to experimental design and the analysis of experimental 
results and refinement of future designs. In time, and with more particles, this type of 
simulation technique will be at the same level as the simulations for automotive part 
performance and automotive safety analysis (as examples), where the simulations are 
more and more being used to serve as replacement of experiments instead of solely 
complimenting them. 
Ideally such a modelling technique used in this research could be used to develop a 
generalized constitutive model for the strength of powder compacts. But within the 
current MPFEM framework the following simulation studies can be immediately 
implemented and would aid in fulfilling the above vision statement: 
Effect of particle size and shape distribution 
Behavior of composite systems 
Contribution of material hardening and fragmentation 
Systems with variable interparticle cohesion 
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Appendix A: Initial Particle Assembly 
Initial random particle arrangement was calculated to a specific value of relative 
density of 0.48. Contact pairs are needed for ABAQUS to conduct calculation and were 
generated with a FORTRAN code for local nearest neighbors with local defined as a 
distance of 6 particle radii. This high value was selected for "Stage 1" isostatic 
compaction due to a significant amount of expected particle rearrangement. This was 
done for 100, 200, 400, 800, and 1600 particle systems. An example of the random 
initial particle arrangement is shown in the left hand side of Figure 5 1. 
In order to improve the reliability of the MPFEM simulations (at this stage in 2- 
dimensions), there must be some confidence in the random nature of the particle 
arrangement so as to appropriately provide a realistic representation of a much larger 
particle systems. To successfully accomplish this for a unimodal particle size distribution, 
as is currently being used in the MPFEM simulation efforts, the system needs to undergo 
a primary consolidation. During this stage the relative density of the 2D arrangement is 
increased from 0.48 to 0.78 (Figure 51). The particles are given an initial velocity 
whose magnitude and direction are a radial function of their spatial position. 
and 
where Vo is the maximum velocity on the outer dimensions of the inscribed circle of 
Figure 52, xo and yo are the center coordinates, xi and yi are the spatial position of the 
current particle, and x,,, and x,i, are the outer dimensions in the x-direction of the box. 
From this diagram we can see that in the x-direction that Vx cannot exceed Vo, 
but because the dimensions of the box containing the particles are such that the height is 
1.5*width, the velocity in the y-direction will exceed Vo according to Eqn.A.2. 
Figure 51 - Image of the underfomed (initial - RDzD = 0.48) and deformed (end of 
Stage 1 - RDZD = 0.78) particle orientations for the 400 particle system. The 
deformation mode is that of isostatic strains. 
Figure 52 - Schematic illustration of radial velocity gradient applied to the initial 
conditions of the center nodes of a 400 particle array where Vx and Vy are 
calculated from Eqns. A.l and A.2. 
The rigid boundaries which create the box surrounding the particles are subjected 
to isostatic displacement with a velocity magnitude that is a function of their original 
position according to Eqns A.l and A.2. In all cases the friction between particles was 
kept constant at 0.5. Figure 53 illustrates a typical contour plot of the initial conditions 
supplied to both the particle velocities (magnitude) and the rigid boundaries. Likewise 
the individual velocity components of the particles and rigid boundaries are illustrated in 
Figure 54 and Figure 55. ABAQUS was used to run the isostatic Stage 1 compaction for 
100, 200,400, 800, and 1600 particle systems. The particle displacements were recorded 
and the particle center coordinates were calculated and used in the calculation of a6 and 
the standard deviation on the distribution of angles. The characterization of these 
microstructures is presented in the next section. 
Figure 53 - Contour plot of the particle velocity magnitude at the initial conditions 
Figure 54 - Contour plot of the particle velocity component in the x-direction at the 
initial conditions 
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Figure 55 - Contour plot of the particle velocity component in the y-direction at the 
initial conditions 
Appendix B: Fleck Micromechanical Model at Varying Triaxialities 
The work of Fleck (1995) is one of a few mathematical descriptions on the 
anisotropy in the cold compaction of powders. In his work, he derives equations of yield 
locus (Figure 56) based on the work done to indent two particles together. He provides 
numerical and analytical solutions for the yield surfaces generated during isostatic and 
die compaction. Fleck begins his work by considering the yield locus in isostatic strain. 
Figure 56 - Effect of strain path on the evolution of yield surface, according to the 
anisotropic theory. The yield surface is given for both isostatic compaction 
(hydrostatic strain history) and closed die compaction (uniaxial strain state with Exx 
= E, = 0). Contacts are frictionless between particles, and the two limits of full 
cohesive strength q = 1 and zero cohesive strength q = 0 are presented. The powder 
has been compacted to a relative density D = 0.8 from an initial density Do = 0.64. 
By starting with the fundamental equation describing the internal plastic 
dissipation rate per unit volume we have: 
aw C.. =- 
a ~ ,  
whereby the macroscopic stress is calculated through the differentiation of the work term 
with respect to the macroscopic plastic strain rate. This equation is further defined by 
splitting it into its hydrostatic and deviatoric components: 
and 
where the time derivative of H and E are the macroscopic dilatation and distortion rate, 
respectively, 
and C, and C, are the mean and deviatoric stress calculated as: 
and from Eq.B.3 and a description of the work of plastic dissipation (below) we can 
calculate the mean and deviatoric stress components. The work of the plastic dissipation 
rate is calculated by considering the velocity and stress of the indentation. Through 
substitution, rearrangement, and simplification, using the ratio of the time derivative of 
the hydrostatic and deviatoric strain components, the work term reduces to the following: 
where: 
and 4 is defined as the angle between contacted particles, o, is the yield strength of the 
particle, % is the particle radius, current and initial relative density are as RD and RD,. 
By numerically integrating Eqn. B.8 (with the appropriate substitution of Eqn.B.9) using 
the trapezoidal rule and varying the ratio of the WE timed derivative from -10 to 8 the 
normalized work term is calculated (i.e. w 1 p,  1 E ) .  This data was then used to calculate 
Z, and Z by numerically differentiating the product of w l p y  with either values of E 
for a constant value of H or vise versa for the deviatoric and hydrostatic stress, 
respectively. 
The results generated by recalculating the work of Fleck have been plotted in 
Figure 57 for the full friction and no friction. The no friction condition is satisfied by 
eliminating values for the tangential velocity. The gaps present in the frictionless data on 
the curve in Figure 57 are due to limited numerical refinement of this area. Also in this 
plot is the analytically derived expression for the macroscopic yield surface which Fleck 
derived by assuming that the normal stress is much greater than tangential stress at the 
particle contact and the indentation stress can be represented for all values of 4, by the 
Prandtl field value k(2 + n) . Through this assumption Eq.B.8 can be derived 
analytically for the following expressions of the macroscopic yield surface 
(B. 10) 
= O  for X < O  (B. 1 1) 
It is interesting to note that the analytically derived expression falls equidistant 
between the numerically derived frictionless and sticking conditions. 
Figure 57 - Fleck macroscopic yield surface re-calculated from his works of 1992 
and 1995 and plotted for the frictionless and sticking friction conditions with the 
analytically derived expressions (Eqns.B.10 and B. l l )  
The recalculation of the Fleck anisotropic model is based on similar principals. 
The fundamental starting point is still equation B. 1. However the work term is simplified 
to the following: 
(B. 12) 
where the pre-integral term accounts for the system and particle volume (D is 3D relative 
density and Ro is the initial particle radius), wC is the plastic dissipation per unit area of 
contact: 
(B. 13) 
where P = 30, for the case of vanishing strain hardening and 7 is a parameter to 
describe cohesion ranging from cohesionless (0) to perfectly cohered (1). A, is the area 
of contact, 2 ,  is the particle coordination number, and dSo is the particle surface area 
described as: 
dSo = 2xR; sin @+ (B. 14) 
Flecks anisotropic model is based on the so-called B-tensor which described the 
material state during compaction and initial deduced from indentation theory to describe 
particle contact areas can simplify to the following expression for axisyrnrnetric 
conditions: 
(B. 15) 
This tensor describes the distribution of particle contact areas, the number of 
contacts per unit surface area of the particle and the hardness of each contact for a given 
state of axisyrnmetric strain given by A = E / H  . The aforementioned terms for 
integration incorporate the use of the B-tensor as follows: 
(B. 16) 
(B. 17) 
With simplifications and algebraic rearrangements to refine the hydrostatic and 
deviatoric strain components, the work term reduces to the following (for example die 
compaction A = 213 ). 
. 3 0  " 1 2 ) cos2 4- [9(D - Do) cos2 4 + 3 D 0 ] & [ ~ ( 3  cos2 4 - 1 )  + - ~]2ng sin
n% 3  
(B. 18) 
which is them numerically integrated using the trapezoidal rule as described above. The 
numerical integration is then numerically differentiated to arrive at the solution to Eq. 
B.12. When the A =  E / H  is varied to cover hydrostatic to closed die conditions we 
confirm the results originally proposed by Fleck in 1995 (Figure 58), however, it seems 
that his solution is in fact only valid for this range as for strain states of higher shear (i.e. 
A > 213 ) the model breaks down for the following reasons : (1) Flecks calculations 
assume in closed die that particle contact areas do not develop in the transverse 
orientation and (2) the shape of the yield surface for A > 213 does not agree with the 
trend established for 0 > A 2  213. 
Figure 58 - Fleck evolution of yield surface according to axisymmetric anisotropic 
theory (Fleck, 1995) given for frictionless particles with perfect interparticle 
cohesion for strain paths (A = E / H )  representing isostatic (A = 0), die (A = 2/3), a 
condition in-between these strain paths (A = 1/3), or  a t  a lower triaxiality than die, 
i.e. higher shear ( A  = 1). Density conditions used in this calculation were the 3-D 
random close packing limit RD,=0.64 and a final RDI = 0.80. 
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